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TERMINOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Avatar: -   Graphical representation of a character used in MMO/VWs 

CC: -    Credit card OR Creative Commons 

Chargeback: –   Reversal of a credit card payment after a transaction. 

DDOS:-   Distributed Denial of Service 

EULA: -   End User License Agreement 

Ganking: -  Attacking another player without warning, attacking while the targeted player is 

already engaged in combat with a non-player character, usually meaning they're 

distracted and/or their health has been compromised, or attacking where the 

targeted player is at a high level disadvantage 

Griefing: -  Playing a game simply to aggravate and harass other players 

Guild: -   A group of players who regularly play together in a MMO/VW 

IP: -    Intellectual Property 

MMORPG:-  Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game 

MMOG:-   Massively Multiplayer Online Game 

MMO:-   (Shortened version of) Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game 

NPC: -   Non-player-characters – automated avatars controlled by the service provider 

ODR: -    Online dispute resolution 

RL:-   Real Life 

RMT:-   Real Money Trade 

SP: -   Service Provider 

Shard:-   A subdivision of an MMO/VW, usually served by a single server. 

TOU: -    Terms of Use 

TOS :-   Terms of Service (equivalent to TOU) 

VW:-   Virtual World  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

2007 was the year of online gaming fraud - with malicious programs that specifically target online games and 

virtual worlds increasing by 145% and the emergence of over 30,000 new programs aimed at stealing online 

game passwords. Such malware is invariably aimed at the theft of virtual property accumulated in a user’s 

account and its sale for real money. With 217 million regular users of MMO/VWs (Massively Multiplayer 

Online Games and Virtual Worlds) and real-money sales of virtual objects estimated at nearly US$ 2 billion 

worldwide at the end of 2007, this is a serious issue. The failure to recognise the importance of protecting 

the real-money value locked up in this grey-zone of the economy is leading to an exponential increase in 

attacks targeting online MMO/VWs. 

     Another important area of risk is the disclosure of private data. MMO/VWs are commonly perceived 

as being completely separate from the real lives of their users and therefore immune to privacy risks. In 

reality, representing yourself as an avatar is little different from using any other form of online persona. The 

inclusion of IRC and VOIP channels, along with the false sense of security created by MMO/VWs, leads to 

significantly increased disclosures of private data such as location and personal characteristics. 

     The main body of this report describes in detail these risks and others, including in-game access-

control vulnerabilities, scripting vulnerabilities, denial of service, spam and threats to minors, before making 

a number of recommendations on how to remedy them. 

RISKS 

1. Avatar identity theft and identity fraud: theft of account credentials (username and password). The 

main motivation is real-money financial gain, but identity fraud can also be used to damage 

reputation (real-life or, more commonly, in-world) and to avoid responsibility for crime. 

2. MMO/VW privacy risks: In privacy terms, avatars are no different from other forms of online 

persona. Users may even disclose more personal data because the MMO/VW gives a false sense of 

security. There is also a trend towards behavioural marketing by “eavesdropping” on avatars. 

3. Automation attacks: Some forms of automation are very problematic for service providers because 

they allow attackers to obtain objects or services “for free”. This leads to loss of in-game value for 

other users, disruption of game-play and loss of revenue for service providers. 

4. Cheating, security issues: Cheating can be a serious problem both for users and service providers. 

We look at categories of cheating from an information security point of view, eg, illegal object 

duplication (duping) and insider trading. 

5. Harassment: In-game harassment, such as ganking and verbal harassment, can be just as serious a 

threat to real-world people and resources as any other kind of online harassment. 

6. Trading and financial attacks – credit card chargebacks: Whenever an in-game purchase is made 

with an online payment service (eg, credit card or Paypal), a full refund can be claimed from the 

payment company (usually within a month). Retailers then lose money - even if the consumer has 

already made full use of the service paid for. For instance, in Second Life, it is possible to spend tens 

of thousands of dollars on a single purchase of land, and then split it into a large number of sub-

plots, which are sold on. If a chargeback is issued, reversing these transactions is technically and 

administratively very problematic. 
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7. Risks to intellectual property: Original works can be created in-world using official tools provided by 

the service provider. Original work can even be created by arranging virtual objects, eg, sculptures 

from virtual coke cans. The actual rights held by the user are often only vaguely defined and may be 

invalidated by underlying rights. Also, users of virtual worlds often import copyrighted material 

without the permission of the copyright owner. 

8. Information security related risks for minors: Minors can be exposed to inappropriate content in 

MMO/VWs either through the circumvention of age-verification techniques or the failure of content 

rating systems. This exposes them to risks such as disclosure of real-world contact data and 

pornographic or violent images. 

a. Failure of age-verification techniques: No currently available technique performs 

satisfactorily in MMO/VWs. We look at problems with existing methods. 

b. Weaknesses in content-rating schemes: Effective age-based content-rating systems are 

particularly challenging when applied to MMO/VWs because some content is determined by 

the end-users and the (dynamic) game culture. 

9. Problems with online dispute resolution (ODR) in MMO/VWs: Effective ODR is particularly 

problematic in MMO/VWs because many disputes are raised in order to gain advantage over other 

players or residents. In 2006, Second Life received one ODR request per day for every 15 users. 

10. MMO/VW spam: many bots (scripted avatars) exist within MMO/VWs, which peddle unsolicited 

marketing as well as offers and/or advertising services or products banned by the service provider. 

11. MMO/VW specific denial of service (DoS) attacks: Scripted objects and avatar action in MMO/VWs 

provide novel variants of DoS attacks. MMO/VWs are especially vulnerable to DoS attacks because 

of their centralized architecture and poorly authenticated clients. 

12. Malicious game servers: Malicious game server software can be used to perform “virtual mugging” – 

theft of account details or objects of value. This risk is especially important in the emerging open 

MMO/VW architectures where MMO/VWs may be hosted on unauthenticated servers. 

13. Attacks on user's machine through game client: A game client is a piece of network software with 

specific vulnerabilities that may allow an attacker to control a user’s machine. 

14. Access and authorization problems in MMO/VWs: Attacks on access control restrictions to parts of 

the MMO/VW world can allow attackers to access private sectors or data. On the other hand, 

avatars may collude to “physically” block other avatars from a sector of MMO/VW space. 

15. Vulnerabilities in corporate worlds: Apart from the obvious vulnerability of sensitive corporate data, 

it is difficult to apply and enforce a corporate IT policy in such environments. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To the European Commission and National Governments (Government Policy Recommendations) 

1. Support the setting up of an industry-wide forum for MMO/VW service providers to share information 

and best-practice on security vulnerabilities. In such a competitive sector there is a clear need for a 

neutral forum to exchange information on security incidents for the benefit of all concerned. Given its 

mandate to foster a culture of information security and bring together stakeholders in Europe, ENISA 

would be in a good position to stimulate such an initiative. 
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2. Fund work on legal clarification of key issues, such as the status of intellectual property, acceptable risk 

and personal information in MMO/VWs. Although this is not an information security issue per se, a lack 

of legal clarity is at the root of many information security problems identified in this report and 

therefore an effort to address this issue by appropriate bodies should be part of the solution. NB: This is 

not a call for extra legislation but only a call for clarification and interpretation of existing legislation. 

3. Encourage and fund independent dispute resolution for player-to-player disputes. 

4. Create financial procedures appropriate to MMO/VWs in order to prevent virtual asset theft using 

chargebacks. Again, this is not an information security issue per se, but it is a root cause of the 

information security problems identified in this report. This should be in partnership with MMO/VW 

providers, banks, credit companies and online payment services. 

5. Investigate and address MMO/VW provider concerns about conflicting obligations brought about by 

legislation on common-carrier status. 

To MMO/VW providers 

6. The five most important technical issues to be highlighted in this area (see full report for more details) 

include item-duping, end-to-end security and MMO/VW specific denial of service. In general, providers 

should create an appropriate balance between security measures aimed at detection and response and 

those aimed at prevention. Detection and response is often a more effective means of addressing 

security issues in MMO/VWs than prevention. 

7. Privacy policies should clearly specify data collected as part of anti-cheating measures and data available 

to other users (eg, via eavesdropping), including any information which might identify a user uniquely. 

8. Providers should consider charging a token, returnable lodgement fee for all ODR complaints to prevent 

false complaints (eg, €50). 

9. Any initiative which increases the strength of user authentication (while maintaining an appropriate 

balance between usability and cost) should be encouraged. 

10. We recommend a standard set of governing documents and terminology, a single point of reference 

where governing documents may be obtained, and the input and participation of end-user groups in 

their design and development. 

11. As an option for more security-conscious users, in certain MMO/VWs, a bootable CD image (Live CD) 

containing necessary software can be made available; this is already a well-known measure to improve 

security in critical online operations such as online banking. 

Awareness raising and research 

12. Awareness raising: We describe issues to be highlighted in awareness raising campaigns, such as how to 

detect account theft, how to deal with inappropriate behaviour, privacy risks, in-world property risks, 

etc. 

13. Research: The group has identified some future trends emerging in MMO/VWs which have important 

security implications, including effective content filtering for MMO/VWs, security and reliability issues of 

open world formats, and security vulnerabilities in corporate worlds.  
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SECURITY AND PRIVACY IN MASSIVELY-

MULTIPLAYER ONLINE GAMES AND SOCIAL 

AND CORPORATE VIRTUAL WORLDS 
 

CONSENSUS PROCESS 

This paper was produced using contributions from a group selected for their expertise in the area. The group 

includes industry, academic, government and legal experts. The content was collected via wiki, mailing list 

and telephone conferences, and edited by ENISA. The final version was reviewed and agreed by the people 

listed above. 

WHY SHOULD YOU READ THIS? 

ENISA position papers represent independent expert opinion on topics ENISA considers to be important 

emerging risks. This paper provides an overview of the key risks to users of Massively Multiplayer Online 

Role-Playing Games and Virtual Worlds (MMO/VWs) and makes recommendations for actions and best-

practices to address them. It is also aimed at raising awareness among political and corporate decision-

makers of the legal and social implications of security issues in MMO/VWs. 

SCOPE 

We define the virtual and game worlds covered by this paper according to these criteria: 

 They are shared and persistent – all participants of the world see the same world (even if from 

different perspectives) – and the data defining this world is usually stored in a central database 

controlled by the service provider.  

 Interactions occur in real-time. 

 There is an underlying automated rule set, the ‘physics’ that determines how individuals effect 

changes. 

 Individuals are represented within the world as ‘avatars’ (1). 

We look at four broad classes of worlds (based on Reynolds (2)) and the security-relevant features of each 

type: 

 Civic Worlds, eg, Second Life  

 Game Worlds, eg, World of Warcraft, Entropia Universe 
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 Social Worlds, eg, There, Habbo 

 Corporate Worlds, eg, Qwaq, Forterra (See Appendix I Classes of MMO/VWs). The use of virtual 

environments of this kind within corporate settings is a growth area and one which carries some 

unique risks. 

Note that we do not include online gambling, because the risks are quite different. For brevity, we refer to 

games and worlds within the scope of this paper as MMO/VWs throughout. 

The objective of this paper is to highlight and address the privacy and security risks in MMO/VWs. Such 

emphasis does not deny, discount or diminish the social, educational and economic value of virtual worlds. 

In fact, by highlighting possible risks and providing recommendations on how to minimise them, this paper 

offers strategies to improve privacy and security without compromising the benefits of MMO/VWs. 

END USER SURVEY 

In conjunction with this study, we conducted a survey of 1,500 end users of MMO/VWs which may be found 

Gaming and Virtual Worlds Survey Results (3). We have cited parts of the result set throughout this paper 

where this supports our statements. We recommend, however, that the reader review the full results of the 

survey as an important addition to the findings presented here. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Kaspersky Labs named 2007 as the year of online-world fraud. The figures speak for themselves. The number 

of malicious programs specifically targeting online games increased by 145% in 2007, with over 30,000 new 

malicious programs aimed at stealing online game passwords (4). Such malware is invariably aimed at the 

theft of virtual property accumulated in the user’s account. The crucial factor motivating this form of 

cybercrime is that virtual items can be sold for real-world money, either legitimately or on the black-market. 

Although amounts stolen from each individual may be smaller compared to trojans that steal credit card 

numbers (at least for now – see (5)), prosecutions are low or non-existent and volume is high. Virtual worlds 

are a soft target for thieves because they fall outside many of the measures taken to protect other online 

assets. With 217 million regular users of online games worldwide and real-money sales of virtual objects 

estimated at nearly US$ 2 billion at the end of 2007 this is a serious issue (6) (7). 

A common attitude to virtual world and gaming assets is that they are “just a number in a database” or 

“monopoly money” and because the identity or property is not tangible and “just a game”, such threats are 

trivial. This approach overlooks a number of very serious emerging risks. Even Euros and US Dollars are 

usually “just a number in a database somewhere” and are commonly used in exchange for objects or 

services which might seem trivial to some. Euros and other tangible or intangible assets are however 

protected by a long tradition of regulation which surrounds traditional economies, while assets in virtual 

world economies are not. This is one of the major factors leading to the growth in malware targeted at 

online games and virtual worlds because criminals can act with impunity. 
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Strange though it may seem, virtual property has considerable real money value within the global economy. 

For example, the Swedish company Mindark claimed a real money turnover in 2006 for trading within the 

world Project Entropia of US$ 360 million (8) – (see also the Mindark Annual Report (9)) and sold a virtual 

bank license in May 2007 for a record-breaking sum of US$ 99,900. As a further illustration of the value 

attached to virtual property, Project Entropia and World of Warcraft (10), two of the most popular online 

games with over 10 million regular users worldwide (11), now offer two factor authentication solutions for 

authentication (12) (13). The Finnish gaming company, Sulake Corporation, was recently valued at US$ 1.25 

billion and in September 2008, its main product, Habbo, had 108 million users (14) (15). Despite attempts by 

some game-creators to isolate virtual worlds from real-world economies by banning out-of-world 

transactions, there is an increasing cross-over between the two. Services already offer trading and data for 

currency exchange between virtual and real-world currencies (16) and virtual goods are sold on real-world 

auction sites such as eBay (17). Although many MMO/VWs discourage out-of-world transactions, some, such 

as Second Life and Project Entropia, explicitly encourage such a cross-over by publishing official exchange 

rates between real and in-world currencies. 

Always quick to “follow the money”, criminals are increasingly exploiting cross-over points between virtual 

and real-world economies. It is the failure to recognise the importance of protecting the real-world value 

locked up in this grey-zone of the economy which is leading to the “year of online world fraud”. Criminal 

exploitation falls into three main categories: 

 Theft of identity credentials (abuse of authentication). 

 Exploitation of flaws in the in-world economy. This includes so-called “duping” (illegal duplication of 

objects), and other forms of cheating such as illegal automation and “gold farming”, the virtual 

equivalent of sweat-shops where low paid workers work long hours to produce valuable assets within 

worlds (18). All practices of this kind usually result in inflation of in-game currency and loss of value to 

bona-fide players. 

 In-game theft – the exploitation of a game feature to defraud another player of an asset. For example, in 

2007, a flaw in the implementation of Quicktime within the world Second Life allowed hackers to carry 

out virtual pick-pocket attacks on other world residents. 

Another important area of risk is the disclosure of private data. Virtual worlds are commonly perceived as 

being completely separate from the real lives of their users and therefore immune to the privacy risks posed 

by other emerging platforms such as social networks. In fact, representing yourself as an avatar is little 

different from any other form of online persona – users are free to present as accurate or inaccurate a 

picture as they choose. Some virtual worlds, such as Kaneva and Habbo Hotel may even be seen as 3-

dimensional versions of social networks and users tend to give away significant sensitive personal 

information through channels such as chat or voice. It may even be that, because avatars and the fantasy 

environment give an illusion of anonymity to interactions, users tend to give away even more sensitive 

personal data in the more fantasy-based MMO/VWs. This is supported by the results of ENISA’s survey which 

showed that 39% of users thought that avatars do not present any risk to personal data (19). 

Even where information is not explicitly revealed, certain characteristics of the avatar owner can be guessed 

with reasonable accuracy based on statistical analysis and data mining. This is the case even in game worlds, 
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where the tendency is more towards fantasy personalities. For example, a 2001 survey of the fantasy game 

Everquest showed that only 2.5% of female users and 15.7% of male users had played characters of the 

opposite gender – ie, if an avatar in this game is male, his owner is 97.5% likely to be male (20). The inclusion 

of IRC and VOIP channels in MMO/VW leads to significantly increased disclosures of private data such as 

location and personal characteristics disclosed through voice and use of language. 

The use of virtual worlds as social and business platforms (among other factors) is leading to pressure on 

virtual world providers to provide open-source services and exchange formats. Several open architectures 

are already emerging in the area (21). For example in July 2008, Google issued a first version of Lively, a plug-

in platform for including 3D virtual environments within web pages. IBM and Linden Labs recently 

demonstrated an “avatar teleporting” from the Second Life Preview Grid into a virtual world running on an 

OpenSimulator server (22) (23). This development parallels evolution between the Internet as a networked 

set of silo applications to the web as an open platform. Some sources are in fact predicting the evolution of a 

3D web where, instead of linking, users would "teleport" avatars between linked areas of virtual space (24) 

(25). This trend introduces another set of vulnerabilities since the identity and trustworthiness of the 

provider and hosting servers are more difficult to establish. It enables new variants of phishing and “virtual 

mugging” where avatars are lured into malicious areas of virtual reality. In such an environment, the control 

of virtual assets is a much more difficult problem to solve. 

The main body of this report describes in detail these risks and others, including in-game access-control 

vulnerabilities, scripting vulnerabilities, denial of service, spam and threats to minors, before making a 

number of recommendations on how to remedy them. The objective of this paper is to highlight and address 

privacy and security risks in virtual worlds and gaming environments. Such emphasis does not deny, discount 

or diminish the social, educational and economic value of virtual worlds. In fact, by highlighting possible risks 

and providing recommendations on how to minimise them, this paper offers strategies to improve privacy 

and security without compromising the benefits of virtual worlds. 

2 SECURITY-RELEVANT FEATURES OF MMO/VWS 

MMO/VWs are self-contained worlds and therefore have an almost infinite variety of possible scenarios. So 

instead of trying to extract vulnerabilities from scenarios, we identify a set of security-relevant features in 

order to focus on likely areas of vulnerability. These features are present in some form in all four classes of 

MMO/VWs and the way in which they are implemented defines the vulnerabilities to which the world is 

exposed. Appendix I shows a comparison between the implementation of each security-relevant feature for 

a typical example of each class of MMO/VW. 

We now describe each of the security-relevant features before going on to list vulnerabilities. For ease of 

reference, we list the related vulnerabilities and threats for each security-relevant feature. 

1. TRADING POSSIBILITIES 

An important source of vulnerabilities is the trading of virtual objects and services. The ENISA survey showed 

a very high proportion of users (56% at least monthly) doing some kind of business within an MMO/VW (19). 
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It is important to note that, in most MMO/VWs, the contract with the player is such that they have NO legal 

title to anything being exchanged. The following describes the possible trading scenarios in MMO/VWs. 

2.1.1 TRADE WITH COMPANIES  

There are enterprises that specialise in virtual world business, eg, IGE MMORPG Services (26). Their business 

is to obtain and sell goods and services (using employees working in the MMO/VW 24 hours a day): 

 Virtual property (items).  

 Virtual currency.  

 Accounts.  

 Services – eg, tips, tricks and guides on how to reach required objectives. 

 Power levelling - granting access to your account to someone who plays for you until the required 

objective is reached. 

These virtual goods are sold to the players for a value which depends on the difficulty of obtaining them. 

Payment can be made by credit card or by many other online methods, such as Paypal, Western Union, and 

Moneybookers or even via cell phone. The communication between enterprise and customer is via Internet, 

usually by email, and even chat. Instant messenger systems are very often used. This type of business is 

governed by reputation and feedback scores on the quality of the goods or services delivered. 

2.1.2 TRADE BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS  

Some MMO/VW related trades happen between private individuals outside the world without any form of 

control. One of the most popular sites to find such trading opportunities is eBay. Again, some payments are 

made via credit card but most of them are made by bank transfer or by online payment companies such as 

Paypal. Here, the reputation of the seller is an important factor. 

Trading contacts are often made within the game with actual trades being executed outside the game. This 

happens despite such trades being forbidden according to the MMO/VW EULA. Guarantees from the seller 

are rare and almost impossible to enforce. In this type of relationship, the seller’s reputation is not a factor, 

making it a common way to scam people and get their personal information.  

2.1.3 TYPICAL TRADING SCENARIOS  

2.1.3.1 TRADE WINDOW 

 Party A: Opens trade window  
 Party A: Places virtual object X into trade window  
 Party B: Sees object in trade window  
 Party B: Places virtual object Y into trade window, where Y might be:  

o a virtual artefact 
o an amount of virtual currency  
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 Party A: OKs exchange  
 Party B: OKs exchange 
 Items are exchanged simultaneously 

2.1.3.2 DROPPING 

 Party A: Selects item in inventory  
 Party A; Drops item  
 Party B: Selects item  
 Party B: Puts item in inventory 
 Money is exchanged through another channel (eg, through Paypal) 

2.1.3.3 DIRECT TRANSFER 

 Party A: Selects item in inventory  
 Party A: Selects party B  

o their avatar  
o their profile  

 Party A: Transfers object to party B  
 Party B: Accepts object 
 Money is exchanged through another channel (eg, through Paypal) 

2.1.3.4 USING IN-GAME MAIL 

 Party A: Selects item from inventory  
 Party A: Encloses item in mail  
 Party A: Selects mail recipient  
 Party A: Sends mail  
 Party B: Receives mail  
 Party B: Transfers item from mail box to inventory 
 Money is exchanged through another channel (eg, through Paypal) 

2.1.3.5 USING IN-GAME CHAT 

 Party A: Selects item or bookmark of item and copies to clipboard  
 Party A: Pastes bookmark into chat window, IM window, or email  
 Party B: Sees item in chat window  
 Party B: Selects item to transfer item from Party A to inventory 

2.1.3.6 IN-GAME TRADING TOOL (EG, AUCTION HOUSE) 

 Party A: Selects item from inventory  
 Party A: Places it in an auction which includes  

o setting auction time  
o setting buy out price  
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o setting minimum bidding price  
 Party B: Selects item from auction house interface  
 Party B: Decides either on bidding or buying out the item  
 Party B: Collects item from mailbox  
 Party A: Collects payment for the item from mail box  

2.2 GOVERNANCE 

Governance, the means for enforcing policies on players, falls into three main categories. 

2.2.1 NATIONAL LAW 

Some actions or assets in MMO/VWs are covered by national law in certain jurisdictions. For example, under 

European and US copyright law, it is illegal to show copyrighted movies even inside a MMO/VW. In this case 

sanctions may be imposed by national courts. 

2.2.2 SERVICE PROVIDER/ END-USER LICENCE AGREEMENT (EULA) 

The EULA is the main instrument of governance used by the service provider. When a user registers, they are 

bound by its terms as long as they do not conflict with national law. The most important sanction available 

to the service provider for contravention of the terms of the EULA is the cancellation of the user’s account.  

EULAs prescribe the rules applicable to access by the user to the virtual world. They should cover key issues 

affecting the relationship between the owner and the user with respect to access to and participation in the 

worlds, including: 

o The terms applicable to the user's access to the environment. 

o Rules governing intellectual property ownership and use, including use of the service 

provider’s intellectual property and whether user content creation is permitted, and if so, 

upon what terms. 

o Acceptable conduct such as griefing and cheating (although this may also be included under 

a separate set of rules, such as 'community guidelines' or other rules). 

o Rules for in-world currency trading. 

o The consequences of breach of any of the relevant terms. 

o The governing law of the contract. 

o Privacy and data handling policies. 

2.2.3 PLAYER-TO-PLAYER 

Player groupings such as guilds and clans have agreements (often posted on a guild web site where users can 

join via a form), which impose certain policies on group members, as well as sanctions on members 

contravening those policies. Sanctions can include expulsion, downgrading of rank, or an official complaint to 
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the service provider. In theory there could also be a legal contract for such a guild, but we do not know of 

any groups having legally binding contracts on behaviour. 

2.2.4 IN-GAME JUSTICE SYSTEMS 

An extension of such governance is the possibility of in-world courts, lawyers and judgements as discussed in 

(27) and (28). The main sanction available to such a court is an official complaint to the service provider. This 

also falls under the area of dispute resolution since most cases dealt with (in the few cases existing) relate to 

disputes between players, rather than violation of a pre-stated policy. 

Various experiments have been made with player groupings devoted to resolving disputes and representing 
player interests. For example, Eve Online players have instituted a “Council of Stellar Management” (29), a 
democratically elected body which, among other tasks, makes representation to the service provider on 
behalf of players. 

2.3 SCRIPTING FEATURES 

Scripting is an important source of vulnerabilities. Scripting leads to classic software vulnerabilities but it also 

provides the opportunity to automate in-world activities and therefore enables potential violations of the 

game’s EULA and disruptions of game play and economics. An example of an extensive in-world scripting 

language can be found in Linden Scripting Language (30).  

Important features of scripting languages which often lead to vulnerabilities (with examples of related 

vulnerabilities in brackets) are: 

 Communication with out-of-world network resources (port scanning, DDOS, spam).  
o Http request 
o Remote procedure call 
o Sending email 

 Object creation (DDOS, IP related threats) 
 Account creation (identity theft, difficulty of detection, attacks on ODR, DDOS) 
 Character automation (in-world spam, illegal automation) 
 Trading (chargebacks, gold-farming) 
 Data collection - in some games it is possible to grab personal data automatically from the game 

server (see Linden scripting function in Request Agent Data (31)).  

2.4 AVATAR ACTIONS AND VALUE-TRANSFER POSSIBILITIES 

The following are security-relevant interactions between characters which are covered in some games but 

not in others: 

 Trading 

 Killing, fighting, pushing  

 Voice over IP with real-world voice  
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 IM/chat  

 Broadcast within a space  

 Search 

 Cloning of objects and characters  

 Teleporting  

 Giving 

 Showing streamed multimedia content  

 Changing appearance  

 Physical contact/blocking 

2.4.1.1 PRESCRIPTED CHAT 

Prescripted chat is a mechanism for preventing inappropriate content which is used in many MMO/VWs for 

minors. Conversation is restricted to a multiple choice interface so that there is no possibility for the users to 

use inappropriate language. This is used, for example, in the Club Penguin virtual world environment for 

children (32). 

2.5 GAME CLIENT FEATURES 

The architecture and features of game clients have important implications for security. These include, for 

example, the following features:  

 Open or closed source. Open source clients can be redistributed with Trojans and security flaws. On 

the other hand, they allow the traditional security audit by the open source community.  

 Data storage and state management (see (33)). If game clients store state information on the local 

(untrusted) PC, this leaves open an untrusted machine not only for attacking games but also for 

attacking the end-user's machine. 

 Credential management. Where improperly implemented this can lead to identity theft or loss of 

anonymity. Identity theft can lead to property theft within the virtual world. Project Entropia and 

World of Warcraft even offer one-time password (2nd factor) based authentication (13) (12). 

2.6 GAME SERVER FEATURES 

Apart from vulnerabilities affecting all kinds of servers, there are some game-specific architectural features 

which can lead to vulnerabilities: 

 Whether and how server-to-server and client-to-server protocols carrying game information are 

encrypted. 

 Whether third-party servers are able to provide parts of the world. 

 How game time and simultaneity is established. 

2.7 CONTENT RATING SYSTEMS 
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Various independent rating systems specifically designed for games such as the European PEGI (34) and US-

based ESRB (35) attempt to rate the content available in MMO/VWs according to its suitability for various 

age-groups. They categorise content types available within each MMO/VW according to features such as 

violence, use of profanity, nudity, sexual content, discrimination, etc. All such systems are voluntary but 

there are commercial incentives to undergo categorisation and the uptake is promising. For example PEGI 

online, the most active rating system for games in Europe, has rated 9,615 games since its inception (36). An 

important point to note is that such systems generally only cover publisher-created content. Certain features 

enable the service provider to influence player created content – for example, guild norms, terms of service, 

profanity filters and, in games aimed a young children, prescripted chat. 

2.8 AGE VERIFICATION 

Some MMO/VWs exclude specific age-groups. For example, Teen Second Life is open only to 13-17 year olds, 

whereas the standard version of Second Life has areas only open to users aged 18 and over. In order to 

achieve this, some mechanisms must be in place to verify that users are not outside these age-limits – these 

can range from simple assertion of age to background and documentation checks on registration. 

2.9 AUTOMATION POSSIBILITIES 

Most games and virtual worlds involve a mixture of human players and automated characters. Automation 

may be encouraged by game-creators (using scripting, standardized network protocols, etc), eg, to provide 

virtual employees within Second Life. However (see vulnerabilities) it may also cause problems, disrupting 

game play and economics. Where game providers discourage automation, there are various measures 

available to them to prevent characters and processes from being automated within MMO/VWs: 

 Server side analysis using pattern recognition algorithms which scan world data to detect automated 

behaviour and alert system administrators to take action. Using such techniques Blizzard 

Entertainment, for example, banned 56,000 users who were found to be using the automation 

software Glider (37). 

 CAPTCHAs (challenges based on images containing a text code which is difficult to read 

automatically). 

 EULA clauses forbidding automation. 

2.10 PLAYER TRACKING AND BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS 

Many service providers implement extensive mining features within their gaming environment in order to 

detect anomalous and harmful game-play. This can have privacy implications, as reported in (38). 

In-game advertising increasingly uses avatar behaviour to infer the characteristics of the avatar owner for 

advertising purposes. 
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Finally, in environments such as Google Lively where world access is directly linked to a broader online 

identity, in-game advertising can be tailored based on more direct measurements of the user’s behaviour 

outside the world. 

2.11 GAME CULTURE 

Game culture regulates the expectations of the players and therefore what is considered abusive behaviour 

and what is considered to be valuable in the game. Apart from obvious goals such as entertainment, social 

experimentation and so forth, which are common to all, games or worlds may be oriented towards different 

objectives such as:  

 Accumulation of wealth,  

 Accumulation of social capital, 

 Training, or 

 Knowledge exchange (business worlds). 

What is considered a threat may vary between worlds depending on the prevailing culture. For example, 

simulation of extreme crimes such as child abuse may be legitimate within a training world designed for 

police officers to understand and deal with child abusers, whereas within a mass-market game it would be 

considered as illegal content. 

Another important aspect of game culture is the extent to which real-world identity is reflected in the 

characteristics of an avatar. In a virtual world, identity is much more flexible than in the real-world, allowing 

easy changes in race, class, gender, age, socio-economic background, and even species. It offers freer self-

definition, including multiple identities and shared identity. 

Similarly, the originator of a digital persona may deliberately decide to allow his or her avatar to have several 

"owners" or operators if permitted by the terms of the virtual world.  

Some games encourage stable identities (eg, Second Life) where reputation is built up around an avatar. 

Other game cultures encourage frequent changes of identity and the ability to morph and remain 

anonymous is an integral part of game-play. 

Games also have different cultures around what constitutes cheating and what is considered to be legitimate 

“gaming the system”, the use of offensive language, and sexual content. 

2.12 USER CONTENT CREATION 

Not all virtual worlds permit user content creation. Where such creation is allowed, or indeed encouraged, 

the terms applying to the ownership of the use of such creations must be carefully managed. The key issue is 

intellectual property, largely copyright and patents. 

An issue here may be the use and applicability of Creative Commons (CC) licences, which embed certain 

terms and conditions on the reuse of the underlying material. CC is actively encouraged by virtual worlds 
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such as SL. The conditions which apply to the creation of objects in SL mirror CC licence conditions, such as 

“No Copy – Copy” or “Modify – No Modify”. These underlying terms will impact on downstream creations.  

Further, the ownership of underlying scripts by the owner or third parties, which may have made them 

freely available, complicates the rights of ownership and use of any creations. Licensing rights will need to be 

properly cleared. ‘Freely available’ does not necessarily mean 'free for all subsequent use', particularly 

where that subsequent use generates a profit. 

2.13 DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

Policies and techniques for dealing with disputes (Online Dispute Resolution – ODR) can have important 

implications for security. For example, effective means of recourse can act as a deterrent to harmful 

behaviour. On the other hand, ODR can be a means to attack other players unfairly. In certain cases, 

intervention on the part of the service provider may also make them liable to prosecution. In-game courts 

and judicial processes see [2.2.4] are another form of dispute resolution. 

2.14 FINANCIAL SYSTEM 

Interesting features of financial systems include:  

 Conversion to real-world money. Some worlds (notably Project Entropia) have financial systems 

explicitly based on real-world money, others explicitly forbid any conversion between real-world 

money and in-world money, while others allow it only through an official channel. In practice, it is 

very difficult to stop out-of-band transactions since it may be impossible to prove the connection 

between an in-world transaction and an out-of-world transaction. 

 Credit. Rules on credit vary between worlds. For example, some worlds allow in-world property to 

be bought on credit. Banking systems exist in some worlds offering loans in in-world currency. This 

can create traditional financial problems such as inflation, confidence crises, etc. 

 Chargeback policies on credit-card transactions. Long chains of dependent transactions can create 

huge problems when credit card transactions are revoked. 

2.15 ACCESS AND AUTHORIZATION 

Access control in virtual worlds can cover: 

 Control of access to areas of the world using automated access control policies applied to areas of 

virtual space (important, for example, for private corporate zones), or physically using “avatar 

bouncers” – avatars which physically block entry (or use intimidation to do the same). 

 Use of objects – whether a given avatar can use a given object.  

 Use of services – whether an avatar has access to a service. 

 Access to the world as a whole – whether a character can log in to his or her account. The ability of a 

given end-user to start-over with a new avatar is an important aspect here. If this is very easy then it 

is difficult for service providers to block users for violating terms of service. 
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2.16 SPECIAL FEATURES OF CORPORATE WORLDS 

Corporate virtual worlds are a growth area. Gartner estimates that, by 2012, 70% of organizations will have 

established their own private virtual worlds (39). They can consist, for example, of facilities for meetings 

(internal or with customers), training exercises (role-based lessons or various simulations), or even of an 

environment for interacting and working commonly. The main differences from other kinds of MMO/VW 

are: 

 Users can have avatars, but they almost always represent real, known persons. 

 Interaction is governed by corporate rules. 

 Trading and financial issues, as well as dispute resolution mechanisms, do not exist. 

 Authentication is generally stronger, as protected assets are real and often valuable for companies. 

 Real-world facilities are contained in the virtual world, eg, document viewers and editors. 

The environment of a corporate virtual world can be either the property of the corporation or a separate 

part of virtual world “farm”. Confidentiality, however, is a very important feature. IBM CIO, Mark Hennessey, 

has stated, “If you really want to make most of these [virtual worlds] meetings, it has to be confidential” 

(40). Other requirements are for them to be simple and easy to use, with a friendly interface. 

3 PRINCIPAL RISKS 

This chapter describes the most important privacy and security risks in MMO/VWs. We focus on risks specific 

to MMO/VWs rather than general information-security threats (eg, identity theft, pharming), unless there is 

an MMO/VW-specific variant (eg, spam), or a risk is increased or altered by some specific feature of 

MMO/VWs (eg, profiling). We have followed a typical risk assessment methodology beginning with an 

examination of the assets under threat. We then list risks by category. The analysis of risks is broken down 

into assets (the target of protection), vulnerabilities (the technical or systemic weaknesses which lead to the 

risk), and threats (the potential negative impact). 

3.1 ASSETS 

The definition of assets in MMO/VWs deserves special attention. The definition and protection of 

MMO/VWs in legal and social terms is still very unclear, making them a juicy target for criminal activity. This 

has led to a strong increase in malware aimed at MMO/VW accounts (see 1 introduction). Already a 

challenge even in “ordinary” security risk assessment, the definition of assets in MMO/VWs is especially 

difficult because the objects and services to which value is attached are so different from traditional assets 

and are without real-world precedent. 
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The results of the ENISA survey show some examples of typical assets that are considered as such by end-

users (19). The particular emphasis on credit is interesting and is perhaps a sign of the times: 

  

 

 

 

 

Typically the only physical manifestation of a MMO/VW asset is as an electronic record in a database noting 

how many of a common type of object are assigned to a given player/resident account. This is, however, no 

different from many other kinds of so-called “intangible” assets (as defined in accounting terminology). Even 

real money or stocks are usually just an electronic record in a database and assets such as reputation, brand 

and ideas are equally intangible but regularly incite six-figure law suits. 

More important than the fact that they are intangible is that in most game worlds the players have no legal 

title to the virtual objects according to the EULA and the transfer for external currency is often precluded. 
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Figure 1: Items considered as virtual assets by percentage of end-users – ENISA survey data. 
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Despite this, however, virtual property has considerable value within the global economy. For example, 

Project Entropia, a MMO/VW where assets and property-rights are well-defined, claimed an annual in-world 

turnover of US$ 360 million in 2006 (8). The largest segment of the MMO/VW economy takes place outside 

the allowed limits of the MMO/VW (much of it not officially sanctioned by the world’s EULA), ie, on the black 

market. Total global real money trades (RMT) in MMO/VWs were recently estimated at US$ 2 billion (41). An 

analyst referenced in a Wall Street Journal article predicted that "non-subscription revenues" from the 

volume of real-money trades (RMT) on the virtual items market will reach US$5 billion by 2007 (42). 

3.1.1 ARTIFICIAL SCARCITY 

As with any other commodity, the value of virtual property is governed by supply and demand, ie, how much 

an object or service is sought after and how scarce it is. Scarcity is a very important factor in the functioning 

of virtual economies. Any bug or loophole in game software which allows “illegal” duplication of assets 

undermines artificial scarcity and therefore devalues other instances of that asset.  

While scarcity of tangible assets is regulated by physical constraints such as the supply of minerals and 

energy, the availability of virtual assets can only be constrained artificially by limiting duplication of objects 

in game software and, crucially, by limiting possibilities for automation of tasks (otherwise services become 

unlimited). This idea of “artificial scarcity” is not new but is in fact central to many economic domains, 

including the regulation of currency itself – unregulated duplication of cash is probably the oldest form of 

fraud. It is also a crucial problem in managing the value of assets in areas such as domain names, software 

and media, where the ability to make unlicensed copies of an asset undermines its market value. In all cases, 

scarcity is regulated artificially by a central authority (in the case of virtual worlds, the service provider or a 

privately owned in-world central bank). 

3.1.2 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

In virtual spaces where there is user content creation, the object may be unique and may have a number of 

properties relating to whether it can be copied, transferred or modified. In games such as Entropia, the 

object may officially represent financial value that the user has title to, even though the user may not have 

IP rights to the object itself or access rights to it as such. In spaces such as Second Life the user may have IP 

rights to the object. However they might not have rights of access to the object. Also, while the object might 

be exchangeable for external currency, the contract may stipulate that it does not represent any claim to 

value. 

Original works can be created in-world using official tools provided by the service provider (eg, characters in 

City of Heroes, sculptures in A Tale in the Desert). Even where such tools are not available, original work can 

always be created in-world. This can be as simple as arranging objects in such a way that they look like 

something they are not (eg, dead gnomes spelling out a URL in World of Warcraft, or original shapes made 

from virtual coke cans in The Sims Online). Machinima, computer-generated movies created in real-time 

using MMO/VW engines, is another example of original work created without the provision of special tools. 

It is always possible to export content from MMO/VWs. As in all copyright infringement scenarios, a range of 
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tools and capture software exists. Eg, or 3D exports, there are OpenGL sniffers that can construct a 3D model 

from what the client is told to display by the server. 

At the most basic level, copyright also exists in the underlying program, either as a computer program or as a 

film or audio-visual work, which is possible in some jurisdictions. The tools given to players to create within 

the world may also be protected by copyright. When players/residents use those tools to create, they may 

also bring in third party IP. This means that the end product may be a joint work, the rights to which may be 

owned by a minimum of three parties, and include potentially infringing material. They may also reproduce 

real world items in the MMO/VW, such as a painting, building or dress, with consequent potential 

infringement of underlying copyright and moral rights (the right of authors to protect the integrity of their 

work). The overlap of contractual rules and general law here is complex. 

3.1.2.1 MACHINIMA 

Machinima is content which is produced by game players using the game program itself, making it possible 

for people to produce films at low cost. Increasingly used for non-game related productions, game owners 

have allowed the production and distribution of such films as a form of promotion of the game. A large 

number of these movies now appear on YouTube, etc, and there is even a dedicated film festival.  

Essentially these films are produced using the intellectual property of the game owner (combined with that 

of the creator and potentially third parties, eg, music) and are therefore potential sources of dispute over 

copyright ownership. Whilst no Machinima producer has to date been sued by a copyright owner as far as 

we are aware, the potential exists for such an action, particularly where the film is disparaging of the game 

or game owner, contains subversive or offensive content or becomes commercially successful.  

Machinima are becoming increasingly sophisticated and are being recognised as an art form in their own 

right. For more information, see (43). For a further discussion of general MMO/VW IP and copyright issues, 

see (44). 

3.2 VULNERABILITIES AND THREATS 

3.2.1 AVATAR IDENTITY THEFT AND IDENTITY FRAUD 

The most important security threat to MMO/VWs is the theft of virtual assets using identity theft. The ENISA 
survey (19) showed that 30% of all users had lost something of value and only 25% of those had recovered 
the items. The most common way of achieving this is to steal a character’s account credentials (username 
and password) and log into their account. Account information is then used to: 

 Sell account for real money outside a VW. 
 Sell virtual items for game currency.  
 Sell virtual items for real money outside a VW. 
 Scam other players. 
 Gain access to information about other players (eg, guild members) by posing as another player. 
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 Damage an avatar’s reputation or status within the MMO/VW. 
 Damage a person’s real-world reputation. It is common to buy and sell “celebrity bodies”, whose use 

within the MMO/VW could be considered libellous and lead to damage of the real-world person’s 
reputation (45). 

Account credentials are obtained by the same attacks used to steal any other kind of identity, such as IFrame 
vulnerabilities (46) (47), and peer-to-peer Trojans (48), although there are some MMO/VW variations on the 
theme. For example: 

 MMO/VW phishing and social engineering: 
o Attacker sends emails disguised as official emails from MMO/VW providers asking for 

account information. 

o Attacker poses as a MMO/VW provider employee and contacts a player in game asking for 
account information. 

o Attacker offers spurious in-game rewards to players for which a username and password is 
required to collect the reward. 

 MMO/VW-specific malware:  

Malware refers to programs such as software key-loggers designed (among other objectives) to steal 

passwords from a user’s machine. As well as the typical malware vectors such as p2p networks, some 

MMO/VW-specific malware vectors include: 

o Links or in-game messages to report updates or patches, which are actually links to malware. 

o Game plug-ins, additional software, or cheats (the latter discourages reporting) that 
o While extracting files or installing, additionally installs a key-logger or  
o Send account information to the attacker. 

See references (49) (50) (51) (52) (53) (54) (55) (56) (57) (58). 

As well as financial gain, identity theft can also damage reputation in real-life or, more commonly, in-world. 

Serious problems can also occur in the relationship between an avatar and their real-world controller. 

1. Masquerading: Where avatars give information about their real-life (RL) identity, this can be 

used to deceive other avatar controllers for various malicious purposes. For example, suppose 

Mallory is playing a female child character and someone says "are you a girl in RL?” or “how old 

are you in RL?”, Mallory can lie about this. Any further references to Mallory’s RL are then 

filtered through this lie. As part of general conversation, he will make up "facts" to cover things 

that are consistent with being female in RL. In other words, Mallory constructs a completely 

fictitious other person. He is no longer role-playing a female character, but role-playing a female 

player role-playing a female character. He may even build an out-of-game presence on a social 

network or a blog to add weight to the persona. While the consequences of this are in most 
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cases entirely harmless (and part of the enjoyment of the game), it can lead to issues such as 

child-grooming and other serious issues if characters meet in real life. 

2. Lack of accountability: False details given at the registration phase of any MMO/VW make it 

difficult to hold users to account for malicious behaviour in-world. 

3.2.1.1 TARGETED ATTACKS ON GUILD BANKS USING IDENTITY THEFT 

In games such as World of Warcraft, in-game guilds have banks where they store their most valuable items. 

Full access to such guild banks is limited to players high in the guild hierarchy. However guilds often have 

web sites open to guests where information such as email addresses, instant messaging usernames and 

social networking details, are available. Members of the guilds are also active in forums. This leads to the 

following attack scenario:  

 Attacker visits guild sites or forums and checks in the MMO/VW to gather a list of high-ranking 
officers in the guild and their contact information. 

 This is used to gain account information that can be used for social engineering, phishing, hacking, 
etc. 

 Attacker logs in as a player, accesses guild bank, and sells all items. 
 Attacker changes account details so a player cannot login. 

3.2.2 MMO/VW PRIVACY RISKS 

Although it is conceivable that one day a declaration of Avatar rights – some already exist (59) – might claim 

an inalienable right to data privacy for avatars and that the avatar’s consent must be obtained for any data 

collection, this seems far-fetched at the moment. The European Privacy directives certainly do not apply to 

avatars – as distinct from their owners. Nevertheless the privacy of the avatar controller is a very important 

issue which is often overlooked. 

Representation as an avatar is little different from using any other form of online persona – users are free to 

present as accurate or inaccurate a picture as they choose. There is a spectrum of self-representation in 

MMO/VWs ranging from accurate portrayal of the avatar controller, mirroring their real-world persona to 

fantasy characters who behave entirely differently and give the controller the opportunity to escape their 

ordinary persona. At the self-representation end of the spectrum are MMO/VWs such as Kaneva and Google 

Lively, which may be seen as 3-dimensional versions of social networks or chat-rooms. In such MMO/VWs, 

users tend to give away significant sensitive personal information. Because avatars give an illusion of 

anonymity to interactions, there is even a tendency to give away even more sensitive personal data than in a 

“traditional” social network. Where personal data about the avatar controller is disclosed, European Law 

certainly applies, since it covers the processing of personal data which is defined as: 

“any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person ('data subject'); an identifiable person 

is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to 

one or more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity;” (60) 
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Even in game worlds, where the tendency is more towards fantasy personalities than self-representation, 

certain characteristics of the avatar owner can be guessed with reasonable accuracy based on statistical 

analysis. For example, a survey of the 2001 fantasy game Everquest showed that only 2.5% of female users 

and 15.7% of male users had played characters of the opposite gender, ie, if an avatar in this game is male, 

his owner is at least 97.5% likely to be male (or more, since the number of male players is usually greater 

than the number of female players) (20). The inclusion of IRC and VOIP channels in MMO/VWs leads to 

significantly increased disclosures of private data, such as location and personal characteristics, through 

voice and use of language. 

In practice, bulk data collection, including the collection of personal information, occurs in MMO/VWs for 

the following purposes: 

 Improving game-play based on in-game statistics. 

 As anti-cheating measures. An example of this is Warden, a component of World of Warcraft’s client 

software, which is aimed at detecting violations of their terms of service (61). The software sends 

information back to the service provider on activity on the local machine and has many features in 

common with spyware programs (eg, polymorphism – aimed at avoiding circumvention by cheats). 

 To protect of minors. Service providers may pay particular attention to monitoring and detecting 

behaviour which threaten minors. 

 Marketing (in-game or out-of game). A privacy-related feature peculiar to MMO/VWs is the ability to 

eavesdrop. Privacy tends to be a function of proximity in most virtual worlds, so in most worlds any 

avatar or object has access to conversations and activity taking place within a certain range of 

virtual space. There is usually no possibility to limit this feature except by explicitly “whispering” in 

the case of instant messaging or VOIP. This opens up various possibilities for privacy invasion. For 

example, some companies are already offering in-world behavioural marketing services based on 

eavesdropped conversations. 

“A ContextAds board listens to the conversations of those avatars around it, displaying advertisements 

when certain keywords are mentioned. Advertisers can bid on keywords, with their account only being 

charged when their ads are actually shown. Avatars can click on advertisements of interest to them, and 

can be offered a website or a teleport to an in-world location.” (62) 

With in-game advertising revenues growing exponentially (63), this is likely to become an increasingly 

important issue. 

 To gain advantage in the game or the game economy. Having more information about other users in a 

world can only be an advantage. Using proximity-based eavesdropping in conjunction with a centralized 

reporting system, it is theoretically possible to set up a virtual “spy network” in most virtual worlds, 

giving the controller unfair advantage in the game or game economy or providing them with statistical 

data which might be used for in-world or out-of-world marketing. Services already exist which aggregate 

player information, eg, Thottbot in World of Warcraft (64). 
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3.2.3 AUTOMATION ATTACKS 

Service providers encourage some forms of automation such as automated staff for an in-world service or 

smart user-created objects, eg, musical instruments. Other forms of automation are however very 

problematic for service providers. In fact most MMO/VWs can only survive if certain activities are restricted 

to humans. 

A typical example of the exploitation of MMO/VW by automation is the Glider application used in World of 

Warcraft (65). This reference describes Glider as follows: 

“Glider is an application that permits WoW users to automate game-play. Because Glider does not eat, sleep, 

go to work or attend school, it can control a player’s WoW character all day and all night, all the while 

accumulating virtual wealth and experience points for the player that uses it.” 

Some forms of automation allow attackers effectively to obtain objects or services “for free”, ie, without the 

expected effort which gives them value. This leads to the deflation of their in-game value for other users. 

Critical activities of this type include: 

 Economic transactions – the ability to trade automatically gives the bot controller advantage over 

traders who have to “work” for profit. 

 Performance of valuable services or repeated actions which accumulate value and which most 

avatars cannot automate. This again effectively gives the bot controller free access to an asset of 

value within the game (sometimes known as gold-farming). 

 Gaining status in a way which is difficult for a human-controlled avatar. If it is possible for a bot to 

increase the level of an avatar in a game (power-levelling) then this service (which is effectively free 

for the bot-owner) can be sold to other players. 

Automation can also be used to corrupt game-play or circumvent rules and restrictions. Critical activities 

of this type include: 

 Customer-service and dispute-resolution requests – these can be used to perform DoS attacks on 

MMO/VW providers (flooding their ODR systems with requests). 

 Tele-hacking – moving avatar locations in ways which are not possible through a standard user-

interface. 

 Account creation – this can be used to avoid bans for violating terms of service or to exploit free trial 

periods. 
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 Attacks against probabilistic in-game bugs (eg, duping bugs often can only be made to work one time 

in a hundred, or less often – using a bot allows “brute-forcing”). 

 Killing and damage to other characters where most other avatars cannot automate – gives unfair 

advantage to the bot-owner and disrupts game-play. 

 Co-ordinated operations involving multiple automated avatars, eg, in-world flash crowds. 

 Collecting and sharing of data about other avatars or their controllers using “access-by-proximity”. 

This violates privacy and can be used to gain unfair advantage in game-play by “omniscience” not 

available to other avatars. For example Thottbot collects information about World of Warcraft 

players (66). 

 Collecting and sharing of data about economic variables, eg, auction prices. The data can be used to 

gain unfair advantage in game-play through “omniscience” not available to other avatars. (This is 

comparable to insider trading in real-world economics.) 

3.2.3.1 POSSIBLE THREATS FROM SCRIPTING LANGUAGES 

Scripting languages, such as Linden Scripting Language (LSL) (30), are used to automate operations. Certain 
features of such languages are particularly vulnerable to exploitation: 

 XML Http and RPC requests can lead to spamming and port scanning. 
 Duplication of objects. Any function which allows objects to self-replicate opens up DoS 

vulnerabilities. 
 Data collection functions, such as LlGetLandOwnerAt in Second Life, which allow harvesting of 

personal or economic data, can lead to privacy threats and attacks on the economic system. 

3.2.3.2 SECURITY AND PRIVACY ISSUES CONNECTED WITH COMBATTING AUTOMATION 

Attempts to combat automation carry their own security and privacy problems. Often the only way to detect 

automation is by analysing large amounts of potentially sensitive data both from the SP’s own databases and 

from the user’s machine. (Some attacks intercept and inject network packets exchanged with the client in 

order to automate processes.) Perhaps the most well-known case is WoW Warden (67), a module which 

aims (among other things) to prevent automation-based cheating in World of Warcraft. In order to do this, it 

employs many of the same tactics used by spyware programs: 

 Polymorphism – the software attempts to avoid detection. See (68). 

 Phoning home – sending data about the user’s machine back to the service provider to analyse 

behaviour. 

3.2.3.3 GOLD-FARMING BY HUMANS 
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Gold-farming refers to professional operations aimed at accumulating value in MMO/VWs, usually through 

repetitive actions. It may use automation, but it is also common for such operations to use cheap human 

labour instead of bots. Gold-farmers are low-paid professionals who spend their working hours playing 

MMO/VWs in order to gain objects or characters of value and sell them to players who do not have time to 

earn them. Gold-farming in China takes place in “sweat-shops” where working conditions are very poor and 

comparable to clothing sweat-shops, hence the analogy. A recent lawsuit brought by a user group against 

IGE, a provider of virtual assets, some of which are produced by gold-farmers, illustrates the disruptive effect 

this activity can have on other players (69)). 

3.2.4 CHEATING, SECURITY ISSUES 

What constitutes cheating and what is simply a clever tactic for gaining advantage in the MMO/VW is often a 

matter of debate. As an illustration, (70) reports that Zhou Xujun, who was banned from World of Warcraft 

by The9 (who operate Warcraft in China) for what they consider cheating, had the ban overturned. 

Behaviour which some players may consider legitimate will often be considered cheating by service 

providers if it disrupts the functioning of the game and/or its economic system and causes players to leave. 

Many players consider that any tactic which is not prevented by the game software itself is legitimate. This 

leads to an arms race of exploits and patches.  

We now describe some important examples and categories of cheating. Illegal automation is a form of 

cheating which is considered in depth in [3.2.3]. 

3.2.4.1 DUPING 

Duping refers to the exploitation of any feature of a game to duplicate objects of value in a way which was 

not intended by the game provider. This may be compared by analogy to the counterfeiting of real-world 

money. Games are designed so that objects of value maintain a certain scarcity, but if a player can create 

more than the intended number of objects or create objects with less effort than intended, that player gains 

an advantage and all other instances of that object are devalued. Duping becomes cheating when players 

deliberately attempt to leverage it instead of filing bug reports. 

3.2.4.1.1.1 STATE-MANAGEMENT VULNERABILITIES 

Most duping happens as a direct result of bugs in the server logic for the handling trading of items between 

users. This is because tracking the number of instances of a certain object type requires three separate 

remote computers (person 1, person 2, and the server), all of which have latency, packet-loss, and 

connection-loss to deal with, so there are many complicated failure modes. It is very challenging to 

enumerate all of them and deal with all of them correctly. Also tracking instance numbers requires the 

simultaneous updating of database records on distributed database servers as well as distributed 

connection-servers (with IP connection to the clients). 

MMO/VWs typically have to maintain a game or world state shared over the Internet between hundreds of 

thousands of clients and hundreds of servers. This introduces many vulnerabilities where failure modes of 
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state management can be attacked. Online Games and Security (71) even claims that “race conditions (72) … 

and other problems with state are the primary source of bugs in online games”. 

In systems where critical operations are divided into transactions handled by multiple servers, vulnerabilities 

can often be exploited by interrupting such a transaction in mid-transaction. For example, suppose player A 

gives asset C to player B just before player B crosses a server boundary. At the same time, player A forces a 

log-out or performs a DoS attack using a botnet on the server he remains on. This can cause a failure of an 

attempt to remove C from A’s inventory so that the asset is effectively duplicated. 

Such bugs can have very serious consequences. For example, a bug in 2005 in the game Everquest II resulted 

in a 20% inflation of the game economy in just 24 hours (73) (74). Other examples of attacks exploiting such 

bugs can be found in (75) and (76). 

3.2.4.2 “INSIDER TRADING” (GAINING ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE USING INFORMATION NOT 

AVAILABLE TO OTHER PLAYERS) 

The recent case of Bragg-vs-Linden (77) is an interesting as it concerns a dispute between the service 

provider and the user about what constitutes cheating. Marc Bragg purchased land via auction pages which 

were not officially public but nevertheless available online by appending an easily guessable ID number to 

the auction URL. Linden claims that Marc Bragg gained unfair advantage by accessing land auction pages for 

Second Life property that had not yet been officially released for auction, enabling him to acquire land in 

Second Life below Linden Lab's cost for that land. (He paid only US$300 for an entire region.) Linden Lab 

suspended Marc Bragg's account for investigation and then closed the account for violation of its terms of 

service and dissolved his virtual assets, Linden Lab's usual procedure for closed accounts. Bragg declared 

that his actual losses were between US$4,000 and US$6,000. The arbitration clause in the ToS was held to be 

unenforceable on the basis that it was unconscionable and the matter was ultimately settled by the parties. 

3.2.4.3 INDUCED SUICIDE 

An example of a common scam which is considered by most players and service providers to be cheating is 

inducing a victim to commit suicide so the “corpse” can be looted. Various Windows key-presses cause 

character suicide in some games, especially Alt-F4 in web browser games. An attacker may therefore lure a 

victim to a remote location and tells them to press Alt-F4 to "enable cheat mode" or some other spurious 

"secret benefit". For example, the attacker might offer to trade or gift a high value item, but doesn't press 

OK, and claims in chat that the chat window "is broken". He then tells the victim to press Alt-F4 (a suicide 

key-sequence) or something similar. 

3.2.5 HARASSMENT 

In-game verbal and sexual harassment can be just as serious a threat to real-world people and resources as 

any other kind of online harassment. Harassment threatens end-users by causing emotional distress and 

disrupting or interrupting their experience. This in turn threatens game providers by reducing user numbers, 
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revenues and reputation. It can also have this effect indirectly by downgrading the quality of the culture 

present in the world, causing players who are not themselves victims to cancel subscriptions. 

As part of a campaign by another user, the victim of harassment may also be made accountable for 

infringements for which they were not in fact responsible (ie, by false reporting to online dispute resolution 

systems) and may have their account unfairly cancelled. Users may also find their reputation or that of their 

avatar (in- and out-of-world reputations) can be damaged by concerted campaigns. The fraudulent use of 

online dispute resolution mechanisms is also a serious waste of the provider’s resources. 

There are three main forms of harassment: 

3.2.5.1 CHARACTER RELATED HARASSMENT 

 Ganking (see Terminology and Abbreviations): an avatar is repeatedly killed by a malicious party. 

This can happen if: 

o Party B waits for Party A to resurrect or reappear in a certain place,  

o Party A is much weaker than Party B, ie, is a lower level character,  

o Party A has very little or no chance at all to defend itself, or  

o Party A is unable to continue with playing. 

 Kill stealing: a party starts the encounter and when they are almost done, another party finishes it 

taking credit for the kill. See, for example (78) 

 Ninja looting: players in a group have arranged in advance to share out the spoils a certain way, but 

one of the players takes something they were not supposed to get. 

 Party A kills Non-Player-Characters (NPCs) needed by party B to complete an in-game task, even 

thought Party A does not need them. Party B is unable to proceed with the game. 

 Griefing [see Terminology and Abbreviations] attacks on players. For example, in Second life it is 

possible to push another character and prevent them from performing actions in the world. For 

example avatar A might push avatar B off the stage during a public performance.  

3.2.5.2 VERBAL HARASSMENT 

Verbal harassment can be a problem particularly when aimed at minors. It can happen through any of the 

following channels available in-world: 

 Chat (offensive content or text links to web-hosted offensive content), 
 Voice over IP, 
 Images embedded in chat channels, 
 Sending an in-game item link to a user-generated item that contains offensive text or images, 
 Depositing user-generated items in the vicinity that contain offensive text or images, 
 Re-arranging items in the world to "spell out" an offensive message:  

o For example, in World of Warcraft, creating a new character, moving it to a location, and 
then making it commit suicide, leaving a corpse. This way, done fast enough, you can spell 
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out a message. Usually this is used to spell out the URL of an illicit gold-farming or RMT site. 
There are many examples on YouTube, etc. 

Insulting or offensive content can include: 

 Inappropriate comments and proposals of a sexual nature. 
 Referring to sexual acts with minors, animals, or sexual violence. 
 Abusive, violent or offensive language. 
 Real life threats. 
 Inappropriate comments related to a person’s beliefs or religion. 
 Racist and nationalistic abuse. 

3.2.5.3 REPUTATION RELATED HARASSMENT 

Another class of harassment-related threats are directed at deliberately damaging a user’s reputation (in- 

and out-of-world). This tends to be a more important issue than in the Internet at large because attacks on 

reputation may be seen by many players as simply another legitimate tactic to gain advantage in the 

MMO/VW. This can happen in various ways: 

3.2.5.3.1.1 REPUTATION DAMAGE THROUGH IDENTITY THEFT 

A typical scenario is: 

 Party A acquires Party's B account and poses as that player  
 Party A scams and cheats other players  
 Party A acts in a way that will ruin Player B’s reputation – offends others, posts inappropriate 

content, etc. OR 
 Party A gains steals assets of Party B (eg, from guild bank) - Player B is held responsible for that 

action. 

3.2.5.3.1.2 OFFENSIVE POSTING 

Party A posts offensive, false information about Party B either on game MMO/VW related forums or in the 
game itself. Note that the attacker will usually take steps to ensure that messages are NOT read by the 
victim. 

This might, for example: 

 Cause a player to be rejected from groups or guilds thereby disadvantaging them in the game, 

 Disrupt any trade or exchange of assets due to a poor reputation, or 

 Cause a Guild whose reputation is being lowered to have problems acquiring members. 

3.2.5.3.1.3 ABUSE OF ONLINE DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

 Party A provokes Party B, and then  
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 Party A pre-emptively complains to in-world support or out-of-world support that Party B is 
harassing Party A, in an attempt to have Party B’s account cancelled or otherwise damage their 
reputation. 

This is often done using a throwaway account, so that if Party A is held to account, they can just cancel the 
account and suffer no damage. 

3.2.6 TRADING AND FINANCIAL ATTACKS 

3.2.6.1 CREDIT CARD CHARGEBACKS AND PAYMENT REVERSALS 

Whenever a purchase is made with a credit card, or other online payment facility, a full refund can be 

claimed from the payment company within a certain time limit (usually 1 month) if a complaint is filed. The 

payment company then claims the money back from the retailer. In most cases, the retailer is presumed 

guilty, and it is hard and convoluted to contest the chargeback. When a chargeback happens, retailers lose 

money - even if the consumer has already made full use of the service they paid for (eg, if the payment was 

for a subscription). Payment companies tend to be especially willing to reverse payments made for goods 

purchased in MMO/VWs – in some cases they have a specific policy of allowing the reversal of MMO/VW 

payments no matter what the claim, but not a similar policy for real-world purchases. 

Worse still, CC and payment companies monitor the volume and frequency of chargebacks issued against a 

particular provider. The more chargebacks are attached to a particular vendor, the more money the credit 

card company charges the retailer as its commission on ALL payments (even legitimate ones). Thus the 

provider’s profit margin reduces when the number of chargebacks it experiences increases. 

It is relatively easy to purchase tens of thousands of valid CC numbers from illegal sources. If a credit card 

number is used fraudulently, there is often no information about who is actually using the service or goods. 

Even the originating IP address can be obscured relatively easily using public proxies, zombies or 

anonymising services (or a combination of all these). 

3.2.6.1.1.1 TYPES OF ATTACK 

Against the MMO/VW provider: 

 Pay for game for 30 days, then issue a chargeback and effectively "play for free". This can be 
repeated every month, until the company successfully challenges one of the chargebacks. 

 Pay for items in-world, use them for a while, and then issue a chargeback. This is effectively a "try 
before you buy", except that the company suffers additional loss with the CC processor. 

 Purchase-then-refund using credit card chargebacks:  

o Attacker makes high-value purchase in-world using a credit card (stolen or otherwise), 
o Attacker resells in-world items, and  
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o Attacker waits two or three weeks and then initiates a credit card chargeback via his or her 
credit card company.  

This is especially damaging with extremely high-value items or where extremely large numbers of follow-on 

sales are possible. For instance, in Second Life, it is possible to spend tens of thousands of dollars on a single 

purchase and then to split a single plot of land into a large number of sub-plots which are then sold on to 

many people. As a result:  

o The original retailer has given away high-value item for zero money.  
o The original retailer may not be capable of redacting the transaction for the in-world items, 

especially if in-world trades are non-reversible as a result of out-of-world trades.  
o The attacker may sell and re-sell in-world products through a chain of accomplices and some 

non-accomplices in order to launder them in case the world-owner attempts to selectively 
reverse-out the trades. As a result, the world-owner is now aiding and abetting money-
laundering. Note that the attacker is willing to make a net loss in these transactions in order 
to launder the money. Note that laundering real-world money in this way is at present a 
theoretical attack since there is no data on actual occurrences.  

Another possible attack is to use a credit card chargeback to extract real money. By combining the money-

laundering approach with the stolen credit card: 

 Attacker uses stolen credit card to purchase something in-game.  
 Attacker sells item to other player(s).  
 Attacker "cashes-out" the in-game credits for real-world money. In games that allow for direct RMT 

(real money trades) cashing out could be via a world-owner approved or owned marketplace. In 
games in which RMT is illegal, it could be through selling things out of band, eg, on eBay. With out-
of-band sales, the MMO/VW provider has the difficult choice of confiscating the goods from the new 
owner or accepting the loss of money. 

 Attacker issues chargeback. 

3.2.7 RISKS TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

Risks associated with the use and creation of intellectual property in world can arise from the user's 

misunderstanding of the terms of service (ToS). The nature of the actual rights held by the user is invariably 

only vaguely defined. The situation is complicated by a layering of rights (as described in [3.1.2]) and the 

large number of users involved in the creation and participation in such environments. It is also complicated 

by the differences in national laws regarding the scope and nature of copyright protection. 

Users often wrongly assume that they are protected by the intellectual property laws in force at their place 

of physical origin. The terms of service may grant ownership of intellectual property to the user along with a 

royalty free licence to the owner of the virtual community. Even then, there may be a mixture of user 

generated content and content provided by the service provider, eg, textures in Second Life are often owned 

by Linden but may be used to create objects of IP which are officially owned by the end-user. In other words, 

users’ original work may be composed using underlying visual works in which copyright is owned by the 
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owner of the virtual world or by other users of the world. Indeed a creation may combine the intellectual 

property of multiple users. 

From the user's perspective, the only relevant ‘property’ is the end product: the dress, the sword or the car, 

and not rights in the underlying code. However, unless the underlying code is transferable the property itself 

will not be transferable, thus reducing its value and rendering the grant of intellectual property rights 

meaningless. Rights may also subsist in any design, drawing on work produced as part of the process of 

development. Service providers may purport to grant IP rights to users, but what these actually consist of is 

extremely vague – certainly something less than outright ownership. 

The outcome of the litigation in Blizzard v Glider (79) is relevant here. Blizzard, the owners of World of 

Warcraft (WoW), claimed inter alia that Glider, through the manufacture and sale of Glider, was liable for 

the contributory and vicarious infringement of copyright in the WoW software, by facilitating and 

encouraging the direct infringement of copyright by users of WoW in conjunction with Glider. The judge held 

that use of WoW is governed by two agreements, the EULA and the TOU. Blizzard had structured these 

agreements to make it clear that all use of the game software is subject to compliance with both the EULA 

and the TOU. The judge held that this meant that the license to use the game software was limited by these 

conditions, making any use of the software in breach of the provisions outside of the scope of the copyright 

license and not merely a breach of the contract. Section 4 of the EULA, which included prohibitions on 

copying or modifying the Blizzard software, was found to limit the scope of the license granted to users. 

Therefore, the court held:  

“Users of Glider clearly violate the prohibition in section 4(B)(ii) of the TOU against the use of ‘bots’ or any 

‘third-party software designed to modify the *World of Warcraft+ experience.’... Players who use Glider to 

mine WoW for game assets also violate section 4(B)(iii). When WoW users employ Glider, therefore, they act 

outside the scope of the license delineated in section 4 of the TOU. Copying the game client software to RAM 

while engaged in this unauthorized activity constitutes copyright infringement.” 

This decision is important for the recognition of the power of the EULA in modifying and regulating the grant 

of the copyright licenses, which are dependent upon the particular drafting of the WoW EULA and TOU. 

Note that the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) claims relating to circumvention were largely left to 

be dealt with at trial. 

3.2.7.1 THIRD PARTY THEFT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

Where content may be created and traded for value, it may also be copied. Linden Labs experienced the 

problem of the “copybot” (80), a third party program intended to enable inventory backup, but used by third 

parties to copy vendors' commercial products without permission. More recently, technical glitches have 

allegedly been used to facilitate unauthorised copying of items tagged as 'no copy' and resale of those items. 

This copying of virtual items is copyright infringement.  

Service providers may wish to distance themselves from these disputes between users by relying upon 

procedures such as the safe harbour notice and take down provisions under the DMCA (US) (81). However, 
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the scope of the DMCA has yet to be fully explored judicially. The equivalent legislation in Australia, for 

example, is much narrower in application and it is likely that a service provider would not fall within the 

protective scope of the legislation, leaving the owner potentially liable for authorisation liability or even 

direct infringement.  

3.2.7.2 AVATAR NAMES AND IDENTITIES 

Ownership of avatar names and identities is also problematic, giving rise to issues of trade marks, misleading 

and deceptive conduct, as well as issues of publicity rights. In Second Life (and other civic or social worlds) 

the choice of avatar name may be restricted, either due to guild or social status or because of a finite list of 

names. It is not clear if the creator owns the rights in their avatar name, particularly if they want to exploit 

that name outside the originating MMO/VW. 

3.2.7.3 BRAND CONTROL 

Owners of virtual worlds may need to monitor and control use of their trade mark and identity by third 

parties, including logos and even character and guild names. Second Life has recently created clearer rules 

on the use of its name and logo by third parties. There is also the issue of the use of existing trademarks and 

trade dress within virtual worlds, often as a form of tribute or homage; see the DC Comics case (82). 

3.2.7.4 COPYRIGHT VIOLATIONS BY END-USERS 

As with other internet media where users may contribute content and media, users of MMO/VW often 

import copyright and trade mark material without the permission of the copyright owner, which may or may 

not be required. For example, although this is not sanctioned by the terms of service, users may display 

copyrighted movies within Second Life spaces. 

As noted above, although service providers may seek to distance themselves from infringements committed 

by users, there is still a real possibility of liability for copyright infringement on the basis of inducement, 

authorisation or vicarious liability. 

3.2.8 INFORMATION SECURITY RELATED RISKS FOR MINORS 

Minors can be exposed to inappropriate content in MMO/VW environments either through circumvention of 
age-verification techniques or through the failure of content rating systems. When this happens, they may 
be exposed to the following types of harmful content. 

 Disclosure of real-world contact information. 

 Bullying or humiliating messages damaging the reputation of the minor. 

 Pornographic or violent images or any content which does not match the rating of the game. 

 Offensive language. 
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 Breaches of privacy. Online game-play sometimes encourages children to build relationships, share 

personal details, or even meet unknown fellow players outside the game. 

 Content with rules or awards deemed inappropriate (eg, high-value prizes). 

 Content being created as a result of the game which could be unsuitable for young people and a 

mismatch with the rating given for the game. 

 Some players engaging in behaviour that might not be suitable for young people. Examples would 

include inappropriate or offensive language, bullying in games that allow text, voice or video 

communication, unsporting conduct like cheating and tampering, or aggressiveness towards others. 

 Links to websites where content may not be suitable for young people and that use phishing 

techniques to persuade them to follow the links. 

3.2.8.1 AGE VERIFICATION 

Age verification techniques range in strength from: 

 simple “click-through” agreements which require the user to state they are over 18 through, 

 email accounts issued at birth by government agencies which can be used to verify age, to 

 the use of electronic national ID cards (smart cards) underwritten by governments whose possession 

is proven by a PIN or password. 

The key elements of a workable age verification solution are: 

1. Government underwritten registration procedure. Registration and enrolment must be carried out 

by trusted personnel, without commercial motivation to fraud. 

2. Strong proof of possession. It should not be possible for anyone except the person issued with the 

authentication token or secret to use it. Passwords are one solution here but people (especially 

minors) often give away both their token and its password to another party. One partial solution is 

to use the disclosure of more sensitive data as a disincentive to password delegation. For example 

the use of a secure email address issued at birth has this effect because delegating a password 

would give access to all the user’s mail. On the other hand this makes the damage much greater if it 

does happen. 

3. Inexpensive. Placing fingerprint readers in every key of a keyboard so you can see who is typing 

every key is possible, but prohibitively expensive (and a serious invasion of privacy). 

4. Convenient. One way to get round age restrictions would be to remove home access to the Internet 

and force users to use certified work spaces if they wanted to use the Internet, but this would be too 

inconvenient. 

5. Not intrusive. Making people wear brainwave-scanners or have RFID chips in their hands would 

work, but is too intrusive. 

We note that verifying that some-one’s age IS greater than 18 may be easier than verifying that their age is 

less than 18, as there are a larger number of other use-cases which require proof of majority and there are 

also a number of documents, such as driving licences, which are only available to people over a certain age. 
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It is the opinion of this group that no currently available technical age-verification techniques can satisfy the 

above five requirements for remote age-verification. Electronic ID cards can be delegated (experience with 

credit cards shows that people will delegate even highly sensitive tokens), click-through agreements provide 

no assurance, and email addresses can be attacked with phishing. Passwords can be delegated resulting in 

even more serious damage. See the recommendations [4.3.2] below for further discussion. 

Despite this, the ENISA survey showed that 53% of users were willing to trust the effectiveness of age 

verification schemes (19). 

3.2.8.2 WEAKNESSES IN CONTENT-RATING SCHEMES 

Effective content-rating systems are particularly challenging within MMO/VWs because a significant 
proportion of the content is not determined by the service provider but by the end-users participating in the 
game. Therefore any assessment of the content of a MMO/VW is dependent on: 

 The game culture (see [2.11]) prevailing at the time of the assessment. This culture may change over 
time or even vary with the time of day. 

 The effectiveness of identity and age verification procedures. Vulnerabilities in age-verification can, 
for example, allow adults to enter an environment which has been assessed on the assumption that 
it is only accessible to users under 12. 

Despite this, the ENISA survey results showed that 51% of users were willing to trust the effectiveness of 

content rating schemes (19). 

3.2.8.3 PRESCRIPTED CHAT 

Prescripted chat (where conversation is restricted to a multiple choice interface) has several weaknesses in 

its implementation: 

 Providers often give an override facility under certain circumstances which allow malicious parties to 

abuse this feature (eg, if the other party has been authenticated – but not strongly). 

 Choices can be used as part of a pre-agreed code-language to transmit inappropriate content. 

 

3.2.9 PROBLEMS WITH ONLINE DISPUTE RESOLUTION IN MMO/VWS 

In 2006, Second Life received 2,000 ODR requests per day (83). As its peak number of concurrently active 

accounts at that time was only approximately 30,000 (84), this is a very high number, although it is typical 

for virtual worlds. The prevailing culture of many MMO/VWs is that anything which is allowed by software is 

acceptable as a means to gain advantage in the MMO/VW. If ODR requests can be used to gain advantage 

over other avatars, using them is considered fair play by many users. This is an important contributory factor 

to what is essentially a break-down in the ability of many SPs to deal with the number of complaints 

received. 
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Typical risk scenarios may be: 

Scenario 1 

 Player A makes a false complaint about another through the in-game messaging system.  
 MMO/VW representative (a Game Master or GM) contacts Player A. 
 Usually using standard scripts, the GM quickly identifies the problem.  
 GM contacts Player B against whom the complaint was filed. 
 Player B is advised to refrain from that behaviour. 

Scenario 2 

Party A provokes Party B, then pre-emptively complains to in-world support or out-of-world support that 
Party B is harassing Party A, in an attempt to cast suspicion on Party B's activities. 

Scenario 3 

As above, but using a second attacker account, Party C, to provoke Party B, so that Party A benefits when 
Party B gets banned or logged out, even if Party C is later penalised. The most common result of such attacks 
is the temporary removal of competitors from an area, as often Party B will get a "gentle warning" ban for an 
hour or a day. 

Scenario 4 

 Player A reports Player B for naming his character, items, etc, in a way that offends Player A or is 
against naming rules. The name does not even have to be inappropriate in a language that is used in 
the MMO/VW. 

 GM contacts Player B explaining the complaint and asking him to change the abusive name.  
 Before logging in to the MMO/VW Player B is prompted to change the abusive name, thereby losing 

accumulated reputation. 

Scenario 5 

 Player A reports that his account is being hacked and all his items stolen (in cases where the account 
details were not changed and player still has access). 

 Player A is asked to provide data needed for ID and account confirmation.  
 MMO/VW provider starts remediation process and  

o Player A receives all his items back,  
o Player A receives items with a lower value, OR  
o Player A receives all his items back but since they were sold in-game, he needs to repay the 

value so as not to disturb the game market.  

3.2.10 MMO/VW SPAM 

Another issue related to harassment is MMO/VW spam. Many bots (scripted avatars) exist within 

MMO/VWs, and these bots peddle the usual spam-ware content of:  
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 Unsolicited marketing (which is outlawed by EU directive 2002/58 (85))  
 Offering or advertising services or products banned or not allowed by the MMO/VW provider (eg, 

gold selling in World of Warcraft). 

3.2.11 MMO/VW SPECIFIC DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACKS 

Denial of service (DoS) attacks aim to render an application or application feature incapable of providing 

normal service. Virtual Worlds are especially vulnerable to DoS attacks because they generally have a 

centralized architecture and are accessed from a large number of poorly authenticated clients. Changes 

affected by one client are often transmitted (by virtue of the shared and persistent nature of MMO/VWs) to 

many other clients. While traditional DoS attacks are usually financially motivated, MMO/VW DoS attacks 

may additionally be used to gain advantage in the game (and possibly as a result also of real-world financial 

advantage). This expands the range of DoS attacks attractive to attackers. DoS can affect MMO/VWs through 

the following vectors: 

3.2.11.1 DISTRIBUTED ATTACKS ON NETWORK AND PROCESSING RESOURCES 

Because subscribers pay monthly subscription fees for access to many MMO/VWs, downtime can cause 

substantial losses for service providers. Reports of attacks, such as those mentioned in (86) and (87), suggest 

that there is a serious possibility of organized Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks being used to 

blackmail MMO/VW service providers. This is similar to the increasing number of DDoS attacks being made 

against more traditional targets such as banks, payment gateways, and online gambling sites. 

Resources vulnerable to DDoS attacks are bandwidth for communication and storage of world data as well as 

computational power to process all the simultaneous actions used in the virtual world. Short outages of one 

or more resources, or peaks of the system’s usage, can prevent a service from being delivered properly. For 

example, in 2006, Internet service company Netcraft documented downtimes in the World of Warcraft 

network (88), which were allegedly caused by network problems of the ISP hosting the application. 

3.2.11.2 OBJECT CREATION 

Scripted objects in MMO/VWs open up several possibilities for a single user to create a DoS attack. The main 

vulnerability is the ability to create self-duplicating objects or avatars which can create unlimited object 

instances. This allows a single player to fill virtual spaces with a certain object, thereby blocking “physical” 

access by other avatars and creating excessive load on any servers dealing with their representation. 

Publisher Linden Lab needed to temporarily shut down its system in the past to combat new malicious 

objects (89). Attackers exploited the system’s flexibility by creating self-replicating objects, causing a logical 

time bomb in the servers. 

3.2.11.3 AVATAR INTERACTIONS 
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Various avatar actions (see [2.4] above) are vulnerable to DoS attacks. In this class of attack, avatar A 

interacts with the game environment, non-player-characters (NPCs) or other players, in order to prevent 

another avatar from continuing with the game or otherwise disrupt the other avatar’s game-play. These 

interactions might include:  

 Constantly interacting with NPCs so others are prevented from doing so. 
 Blocking access to different locations or areas. An example of blocking behaviour, which effectively 

amounts to denial of service for other users, can be found in (90). This example is from Dark Age Of 
Camelot – where avatar A stands on a bridge blocking other avatars from crossing that bridge 
without being hit by avatar A. Technically the player does not contravene any rules or terms of the 
EULA, yet this tactic ruins the game for others. 

 Repeatedly opening the trade window with a user, causing pop-ups to appear on their screen and 
obscure their interaction with the MMO/VW. 

 Interacting with the world in such a way as to manipulate the world-logic into harassing the victim,  
eg, by attracting the attention of a powerful monster and leading it to other, probably weaker, 
players who get slaughtered. 

 Attempts to get an avatar banned by reporting to ODR systems. 

3.2.11.4 DOS ATTACKS ON GAME CLIENTS 

If too much information about an avatar is revealed to other users (eg, the IP address), this can be used to 

perform DoS attacks on the client. Another approach to attacking a single client is to flood them with 

messages via the built-in communication system of an MMO/VW. Many ingoing instant messages or voice-

over-IP requests can prevent the user from performing their intended actions. 

3.2.12 MALICIOUS GAME SERVERS 

Although MMO/VWs suffer far less from piracy than single-player games, the server software does 

occasionally get stolen. Rogue servers can also be created by emulating (as opposed to copying directly) 

official servers, eg, Everquest Emulator (91). There is also a trend towards open source MMO/VW server 

software such as the Open Simulator Project (92). 

These are examples of a trend towards open architectures. This trend may make it possible for attackers to 

introduce malicious servers into MMO/VWs in order to steal account information or objects of value from 

avatars (a sort of “virtual mugging”) or disrupt game-play in other parts of the world. 

3.2.13 ATTACKS ON USER'S MACHINE THROUGH GAME CLIENT 

Like all other hosts connected to the Internet, computers taking part in games-oriented communication are 
prone to various network attacks. These constitute a separate category of virtual world vulnerabilities, lying 
in all seven layers of the OSI model (93). From an attacker’s point of view, a game client is just another piece 
of network software that may allow them to control a user’s machine. The “use” of compromised computers 
includes their incorporation into botnets, stealing data, and providing illegal services. The most wide-spread 
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vulnerabilities include buffer and stack overflows, crafted network packets and the incorrect handling of 
parameters. The latter was discovered, for example in Second Life (94). 

Clients are also vulnerable to the execution of external applications. In November 2007, a flaw in Quicktime 
implementation on the client allowed Second Life players to be “pick-pocketed” (95). 

In this regard, there is some debate about whether the use of open source clients can open security 
vulnerabilities. In April 2008, an anonymous user posted the Python source code of the Eve Online client on 
several peer-to-peer systems. CCP, the company that released the game, claimed that it "exposes no security 
vulnerabilities, has no privacy protection issues, and poses no threat to our customers' billing information" 
(96). 

It has been reported that some hybrid client and server attacks do exist. For example, after gaining control 
over the server, it is possible to provoke a crash of all currently connected clients by sending a crafted game 
message. 

3.2.14 ACCESS AND AUTHORISATION PROBLEMS IN MMO/VWS 

This class of vulnerabilities concerns the circumvention of access control restrictions to parts of the 
MMO/VW world. 

1. Unauthorised access to private sectors. In worlds with private sectors authorized only to corporate 
employees, this can be done either by identity theft or wall-hacking (see point 3 below). 

2. Unauthorised access to data which provides an unfair advantage. Examples include maphacking 
(97), and the exploitation of unintended exposures as in the Bragg-v-Linden case (see “Insider 
Trading” above). 

3. Wall-hacking. Walls in MMO/VWs visually hide content and avatars and also prevent avatars from 
entering certain sectors. Wall-hacking is the changing of wall properties to make them transparent 
to a given avatar – either disclosing information about other avatars that are hidden behind it or 
allowing the avatar to “walk through” it. It can also allow the use of weapons through walls.  

4. Blocking. A group of avatars may collude to “physically” block another avatar from entering a sector 
of the MMO/VW space, thereby disrupting game-play. 

3.2.15 VULNERABILITIES IN CORPORATE WORLDS 

3.2.15.1 CONFIDENTIALITY 

In corporate worlds, all documents and logs of activity are uploaded to the world at the risk and discretion of 

users. The issue of confidentiality is less dangerous in a private virtual world, separated from foreign 

networks by firewalls, but is very important in a world hosted beyond the limits of a private network. The 

environment is also more difficult to control than the standard means of electronic communication. Another 

problem is the threat of subpoena (by governments) of information disclosed within such an environment. 

3.2.15.2 DIFFICULTY OF APPLYING CORPORATE AND IT POLICY 
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Corporate security policies stipulating rules on document confidentiality and access management are much 

easier to enforce in the traditional environment of enterprise IT. Issues such as avatar authentication, 

content ownership, in-world display media and the unfamiliarity of the environment to employees can make 

it more difficult to enforce corporate data handling and IT policies, leading to problems such as data leakage. 

3.2.15.3 BRAND 

Corporate presence in uncontrolled, public virtual worlds is very vulnerable to accidental or deliberate brand 

damage (eg, being associated with inappropriate content). 

4 RECOMMENDATIONS AND COUNTERMEASURES 

In this section, we make recommendations for mitigating the risks outlined in the previous chapter.  

GOVERNMENT POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1.1 AN INDUSTRY INFORMATION SHARING FORUM FOR SECURITY VULNERABILITIES AND 

RISKS 

An important overall result of this report and the process of creating it has been recognition of the value of 

information sharing between service providers. Thus far, competitive pressures have made service providers 

reluctant to share information on such issues openly. There is, however, a clear need for a forum where 

stakeholders can share experiences of MMO/VW security issues and best practices for mitigating risk in a 

way which does not compromise competitive advantage, ie, sharing best practices, trends and the general 

characteristics of vulnerabilities without giving away corporate secrets. 

Such a forum should be set up in such a way that it operates in a neutral environment and has a set of tools 

and procedures which foster information exchange. It should, for example, have a format for describing 

vulnerabilities which does not reveal sensitive information about players or corporate secrets. The members 

of the forum should include as many important industry stakeholders as possible and the forum should be 

initiated by an independent organization. Given its mandate to foster a culture of information security and 

bring together stakeholders in Europe, ENISA would be in a good position to stimulate such an initiative.  

Such a group might also be a good forum for the definition and adoption of a common terminology to be 

used by providers in describing user rights and obligations. This would make it easier for users to understand 

what rights and risks they are dealing with. 

4.1.2 FUND WORK ON LEGAL CLARIFICATION OF KEY ISSUES 

[Related Vulnerabilities: Avatar Identity theft and identity fraud, Risks to Intellectual property, MMO/VW 

Privacy Risks, Age verification, Weaknesses in Content-rating Schemes] 
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An important factor contributing to the impact of many vulnerabilities affecting MMO/VW assets and 

property (including intellectual property) is the lack of clarity in legal interpretation and in governing 

documents of MMO/VWs. As we have described above, the precise nature of the legal and contractual rights 

of end-users over virtual property is very rarely clear. Prosecutions for the theft and sale of virtual property 

(the underlying aim of the malware attacks) are extremely difficult and rare.  

Legal clarification is an important component in addressing the increasing prevalence of cyber-attacks on 

virtual assets and the impact of a loss of such assets on end-users. Clarification is needed to provide a solid 

basis for the resolution of disputes and the prosecution of crimes committed in relation to virtual assets.  

We therefore believe that work should be undertaken on the legal clarification of key issues relating to 

MMO/VWs. This work would not necessarily involve the information security community, although its 

results would have a strong impact in this area. The work should be carried out in a partnership between 

MMO/VW service providers and government policy makers or lawyers to produce guidelines on the 

interpretation of existing legislation and policy in the domain of MMO/VWs. The Council of Europe’s 

“Guidelines to assist online games providers in their practical understanding of, and compliance with, human 

rights and fundamental freedoms in the Information Society, in particular with regard to Article 10 of the 

European Convention on Human Rights” (98) is an example of a similar set of guidelines, although it does not 

cover virtual worlds and some of the issues recommended below.  

The key issues needing clarification are: 

i. The status of original work created within MMO/VWs in relation to the underlying categories of 

intellectual property law. There is a need for legal clarification of the nature of the rights being 

created; eg, clarification of terminology, ie, whether work is copyright rather than 'IP'. EULAs 

should deal explicitly with IP issues, ie, whether it can be created and who owns it. In this regard, 

existing works such as The Better EULA Initiative (99) should be considered. 

ii. The category of copyright applicable to virtual worlds across jurisdictions, eg, literary or audio-

visual work. 

iii. The status and rights of MMO/VW users and providers in relation to various categories of assets 

and contractual obligations. We emphasise that the aim is not to create new legislation, nor to 

apply a one-fits-all interpretation to all MMO/VW assets, but to clarify what rights apply under 

what circumstances. 

iv. The status of “acceptable risk” in relation to MMO/VWs. Sports such as boxing have a well-

established body of legal precedent where organizers are able to claim exemption from certain 

regulations on the grounds that participants agreed to accept a certain level of risk in 

participating in the sport. A similar category may be appropriate in the area of MMO/VWs. 

v. The definition of personal information in virtual worlds. When is data pertaining to an avatar 

considered as identifiable personal information about the player? 

vi. Further and more detailed recommendations than those provided in this paper on age-

verification. 

vii. Many providers are subject to conflicting pressures when it comes to possible intervention in 

harmful content. On the one hand, there is an obligation to protect vulnerable end-users against 
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inappropriate content (e.g. minors against exposure to adult material) both from an ethical point 

of view and because high numbers of incidents of this nature tend to affect player numbers. On 

the other hand, in most legal systems intervention automatically implies that the provider gives 

up the right to claim "mere conduit". That is, as soon as a provider blocks or alters content, they 

are held responsible for it in court. Governments should investigate and if possible address 

MMO/VW provider concerns about conflicting obligations brought about by legislation on 

common-carrier status whilst at the same time ensuring that intellectual property rights are 

adequately protected online. 

4.1.3 FINANCIAL POLICY 

[Related Vulnerabilities: Trading and financial attacks] 

The realities of selling a digital product that is consumed-on-purchase to a global market are very different 

from traditional e-Commerce. There is currently a serious problem in the mismatch between procedures for 

dealing with credit card and online payment fraud and the use-cases presented by MMO/VWs. This leads to 

a number of vulnerabilities in MMO/VW e-Commerce systems which create serious problems for providers 

and end-users. Work should be carried out by governments, in partnership with MMO/VW providers, banks, 

credit card companies and online payment services, to create procedures and regulations more appropriate 

to these environments. Such work does not necessarily involve the information security community, 

although it may be involved in contributing requirements. 

4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS TO SERVICE PROVIDERS 

4.2.1 SECURITY CRITICAL IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

[Related Vulnerabilities: Avatar Identity theft and identity fraud, MMO/VW specific Denial of service attacks, 

Attacks on user's machine through game client, Cheating, security issues] 

The five most important technical issues to be highlighted in this area are: 

1. Item-duping. Developers should be especially careful of the dangers posed by duping bugs, for 

example by looking very carefully at transactions across server boundaries and where multiple 

databases are updated simultaneously. 

2. End-to-end security to, for example, address password and account theft. Measures should be taken 

wherever possible to encourage a more secure communication between the client and the server. 

This encompasses three measures: authentication (both the server authenticating the client and 

vice-versa), integrity (making it harder for third parties or third party programs to modify data being 

sent), and confidentiality (encrypting sensitive server-client messages). For example, passwords 

should not be stored or transmitted in clear-text (and the same rule applies to all other sensitive 

data), rules should be applied to passwords to increase entropy, and password guessing attempts 

should be throttled or blocked. Where possible, the use of a second factor should be encouraged 

(see recommendation Encourage Stronger Authentication). The same applies to communication 
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between servers (eg, different “shards” of the same MMO/VW). However, as these should be on a 

network that is completely controlled by the operator, we expect fewer problems in securing these. 

3. “The client is in the hands of the enemy", according to Raph Koster (100). Game clients should not 

make decisions that could affect game-play. A recent example of problems occurring as a result of 

not following this maxim is found in (101). Age of Conan makes the decision as to whether a player 

hits a target or not in the client, so that it can exactly match the timing of the animation. Since its 

release in May 2008, this has given rise to many bots which exploit this feature to gain unfair 

advantage in the game. 

4. Denial of service. Developers should be especially careful of any game feature which gives players 

the opportunity to consume (or cause the consumption of) large amounts of resources such as 

network, processing, or world-space. Many bugs occur because players are allowed to create 

unlimited or self-replicating objects, or to use large amounts of processing power, etc. Developers 

should also be careful of any features which allow users to make external network requests since 

these can be used by hackers, eg, for spamming or port-scanning. Any scripting features which allow 

access to external resources should be limited in size and frequency and filtered for malicious 

content. 

5. Safeguards should be in place against the most risky scenarios even if the risk of occurrence appears 

low. Most VWs use highly complex sets of rules governing behaviour and these usually become so 

complex that it is impossible to predict all behaviours which will emerge with large-scale use. That is, 

MMO/VWs are now complex enough to exhibit emergent and often highly damaging behaviours in 

unforeseen usage scenarios. Therefore safeguards such as bandwidth and processing limits, triggers 

on high transaction numbers, etc, should be built in from the start. A good approach in many cases is 

to whitelist allowed behaviours rather than blacklisting exceptions. 

As a general comment, security in MMO/VWs should be an appropriate mix of prevention, detection and 

response. Many MMO/VW providers tend towards preventative measures because they provide more 

measureable and immediate benefits. This is often expensive and carries heavy legal responsibilities. 

Providers should instead create an appropriate balance between security measures aimed at detection and 

response and those aimed at prevention. Detection and response is often a considerably more effective (and 

cost-effective) means of addressing security issues in MMO/VWs. 

4.2.2 PRIVACY POLICIES 

[Related Vulnerabilities: MMO/VW Privacy Risks] 

Whilst we accept that the use and collection of data on players and avatars is often a necessary part of 

providing a service, this should be done in a transparent way which respects the end-user’s right to 

informed consent. Privacy policies should therefore clearly specify: 

 The types of personal (or potentially identifying) information that are collected in the context of 

anti-cheating measures. 

 The types of personal information that are exposed to other users of the MMO/VW. 
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 What exactly is meant by personal data in the policy (ie, what types of data are included and 

excluded from its scope) and precisely what information is exposed when and to whom in the virtual 

world. 

When specifying personal data practices, providers should take into account not only information which 

traditionally identifies a person such as their real name, IP address, etc, but also, following the provisions of 

the European Privacy Directive 95/46 and Opinion 04/2007 of The Article 29 Working Party on Data 

Protection on the Concept of Personal Data, any information which may reasonably used to identify a person 

uniquely. 

4.2.3 DISPUTE RESOLUTION (SERVICE PROVIDERS)  

[Related Vulnerabilities: Abuse of Online Dispute Resolution] 

As noted in [3.2.9], dispute resolution is very problematic in MMO/VWs due to the fact that ODR systems 

can be and are used to gain advantage within the game or world. Many dispute resolution systems are 

unworkable due to overloading by fraudulent complaints. We recommend that: 

Providers should consider charging a token lodgement fee for all complaints to prevent false complaints (eg, 

€50). This fee could be returnable whether or not the complaint was resolved in favour of the plaintiff but 

would nevertheless serve to deter frivolous or fraudulent complaints. 

It is interesting to note that according to the ENISA survey, a surprisingly high number of users supported the 

use of in-world or player-to-player dispute resolution mechanisms and courts (19). 

4.2.4 ENCOURAGE STRONGER AUTHENTICATION 

[Related Vulnerabilities: Avatar Identity theft and identity fraud, Problems with Online Dispute resolution, 

Harassment, Cheating, security issues, Information Security related Risks for Minors] 

A key weak point in the chain leading from malware to identity theft and on to virtual property theft is user 

authentication. Several providers are now offering optional one-time password solutions; for examples, see 

references (12; 13). Any initiative which increases the strength of user authentication should be encouraged. 

Clearly this will always be an optional measure since there is usability and financial or processing cost 

penalties. A useful policy might be to make a second factor mandatory (or strongly encouraged using in-

game or financial incentives) for the authentication of players performing any high-value or sensitive actions 

such as game-masters and players with access to guild bank accounts. It is interesting to note that according 

to the ENISA survey, 14% of users already use two factor authentication of some kind (19). 

4.2.5 ON GOVERNING DOCUMENTS 

[Related Vulnerabilities: Avatar Identity theft and identity fraud, MMO/VW Privacy Risks, Problems with 

Online Dispute resolution, Risks to Intellectual property, Information Security related Risks for Minors] 
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As a way of improving governance, reducing disputes, and clarifying data protection and external security 

policies, we support the conclusions of Grimes, Jaeger, et al (102) whose key recommendations may be 

summarised as follows: 

 To provide a universally accepted and standardised set of governing documents and terminology so 

that users can more easily find and understand them. This work would have to be carried out as a 

collaborative effort between providers. 

 To provide a single point of reference where governing documents may be obtained. 

 To encourage input from and the participation of end-user groups in the design and development of 

governing documents. 

4.2.6 LIVE CDS AS A MORE SECURE OPTION 

[Related Vulnerabilities: Avatar Identity theft and identity fraud, Attacks on user's machine through game 

client] 

Live CDs and DVDs are a well-known measure to improve security in critical online operations such as online 

banking. A live CD is a complete operating system on a CD, which requires no installation and no files stored 

on the PC hard drive (although session data may be written). It can improve security because it prevents 

malware from accessing operating system files and separates the operating system used in critical 

operations from that used in day-to-day browsing where malware vectors are more common.  

Such as solution could also be an option for MMO/VW providers. They could provide a bootable CD image 

for download which contains an operating system with the game ready installed. This is certainly not a 

solution which could be universally applied or made obligatory, since it adds considerable time and 

inconvenience to the user experience. However, as with stronger authentication, it is something which could 

be offered to the more security-conscious user and which might improve the overall security of the user-

base. We note that the operating system would have to be freeware (eg, Linux) since it would otherwise be 

too expensive, and that this option only applies to certain games or worlds and not, for example, to those 

operating in a browser. 

 

4.3 AWARENESS-RAISING AND RESEARCH 

Awareness raising is a very important countermeasure to many of the threats outlined above. More 

information on how to conduct awareness raising campaigns can be found in reference (103). In general, it is 

important to use in-context methods to raise awareness. For example, when logging in, a link could be 

provided to a video about how to detect account compromise, or about the advantages of stronger 

authentication methods. When creating in-world content, a link could be provided to a user-friendly 

explanation of the user’s IP rights.  
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This section describes the issues we consider the most important and which should be highlighted in any 

awareness raising campaign. 

4.3.1 DETECTION OF ACCOUNT COMPROMISE 

[Related Vulnerabilities: Avatar Identity theft and identity fraud] 

Given the increasing prevalence of identity theft in virtual worlds, it is important to raise users’ awareness of 

how to detect account compromise. The following is a check-list which could be used: 

 Your character is not in the same place as when you logged out.  
 Some of your items are missing.  
 Your password is incorrect.  
 There are new people on your friends list.  
 Some of your characters are missing, or there are new characters.  
 The last login on the Account Management does not match when you last logged on.  
 You have received an e-mail from the Game Masters with a warning for something that happened 

when you were not online. 
 Your guild members say that they have seen your character online when you were not playing.  

4.3.2 AGE VERIFICATION AND RISKS TO MINORS 

[Related Vulnerabilities: Information Security related Risks for Minors] 

 All users should be made aware that age verification mechanisms currently have a low success rate 

and therefore they should not place too much faith in the claimed age of other users. 

 Minors should be educated on how to detect and respond to inappropriate behaviour by adults who 

have infiltrated games designed for minors. The following is a suggested check-list: 

o Never give away your physical contact details even to an avatar. 

o Never agree to meet anyone you have met in a MMO/VW in person, especially without 

consulting an adult first. 

o Do not respond to inappropriate (ie, bullying, obscene or offensive) messages via chat and 

report them to an adult. 

o Never give away your account password or username. 

o Be especially careful with your virtual possessions and money or coins, and beware of 

anyone asking you to give them away for any reason. 

o Be aware that other players may give false information about real-world characteristics. 

 Minors should be made aware of the most important risks posed by playing games designed for 

adults only (such as physical meetings, sexual content, and loss of real money). This does not mean 

that they should be encouraged to play them. However, given the large numbers of minors who do 

play such games, we believe they would be less vulnerable if they were better informed of the risks. 

 Children should be made aware of the risks and ethical consequences of viewing or posting illegal 

copyrighted content within games. 
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 Parents and teachers should be made aware of all the above risks in order to better protect their 

children. This information should be transmitted through multiple media channels since many 

parents do not play online games. 

 Parents should be made aware of the risks of relying on age-verification mechanisms to protect 

children and the need for non-automated monitoring of game usage. 

 Parents should be made aware of the risks of relying on content filtering tools. Studies, such as 

(104), show that content filtering is far from reliable, particularly in the area of online games. 

4.3.3 DATA PRIVACY 

[Related Vulnerabilities: MMO/VW Privacy Risks] 

The use and collection of in-game data plays an increasingly important role in the economic models of 

most providers. Whilst this is in many cases necessary to maintain service, users should nevertheless be 

made aware of the possible privacy threats from playing online games. In particular:  

 The use of an avatar is not necessarily a protection against the disclosure and collection of sensitive 

personal information. 

 Sensitive data, such as chat messages, may be eavesdropped by other characters or even in-world 

objects. 

 Actions carried out in-world may be linked to a real-world address by the service-provider, sometimes 

even when false registration information is given. 

4.3.4 IN-WORLD PROPERTY 

[Related Vulnerabilities: All (most attacks aim to steal virtual property)] 

Users should be made more aware of the risks to their in-world property. In particular: 

 If the provider may permanently delete or confiscate assets without warning, users should be aware of 

this fact and take it into account when valuing the assets. According to the ENISA survey, only 41% of 

users were aware of this as a possibility (19). 

 The risk of theft due to account compromise and the options open to them should this happen. 

 Other risks to property such as devaluation due to duping, induced character suicide, etc. 

4.3.5 IN-WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

[Related Vulnerabilities: Risks to Intellectual property] 

Some MMO/VWs give users the right to intellectual property over creations in-world. Specification of the 

exact nature of such rights is however extremely vague. Users should be informed of the exact rights they 

have to in-world creations, in particular: 

1. Whether components (eg, textures) of the creation are subject to subsidiary rights; 
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2. The types of work covered by IP rights (eg, whether objects created using in-world tools, arrangements 

of objects, etc, are covered); 

3. The dangers of posting or incorporating other copyrighted work; 

4. What options the user has if their rights are infringed; and 

5. The IP laws that apply, ie, the jurisdiction, eg, the US, UK, etc. 

4.3.6 CORPORATE VIRTUAL WORLDS 

There is very little research on the security of corporate virtual worlds, even though this is an emerging 

technology with a big potential to develop in the course of the next few years. We therefore recommend 

that enterprise-critical data should not be processed within a virtual world that is not entirely under the 

company’s control and that no client or server beyond a protected local area network, administrated by 

trusted parties, should be used. Special attention should be given to authentication methods and the 

enforcement of corporate IT policies within such environments. 

4.3.7 RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

[Related Vulnerabilities: All] 

We recommend that the following should be the subject of scientific research funded by the European 

Commission: 

 The security and reliability issues of open world formats. The trend towards open MMO/VW formats 

for clients and servers has important implications for security, reliability and privacy. Research 

should be undertaken, for example, into: 

o Security and scalability of transaction management and simultaneity in open worlds; 

o Protection against malicious servers (avatar mugging); and 

o Open world data protection policies which can be applied across multiple servers/providers. 

 Privacy, identity and anonymity in virtual worlds, including measures against real-world profiling in 

virtual worlds. 

 Security issues of virtual world economies. 

 Effective content filtering for MMO/VWs. 

 Effective age verification for MMO/VWs. 

 Security vulnerabilities in corporate worlds, including how to ensure the confidentiality and integrity 

of data processed within virtual worlds, how to facilitate administrative control and the enforcement 

of security policies, and how to enhance identity and access management. 

5 APPENDIX I CLASSES OF MMO/VWS AND THEIR SECURITY-RELEVANT FEATURES 

The following tables show how the above security relevant features are implemented in different classes of 

MMO/VWs. An example from each class has been taken to illustrate the implementation of security relevant 

features [2]. 
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5.1 CIVIC WORLDS –  SECOND LIFE 

Feature Civic (Second Life) 

EULA Second life is governed by Second Life EULA (105). Interesting features 
from a security and vulnerability point of view include: 

 You must be over 18 to play 

 You should not lie about your personal information 

 Transfers of accounts to other people are not permitted 

 No impersonation is allowed 

 Land use is paid in arrears 

 Any data residing on Linden's servers may be reset at any time 

for any or no reason 

 Linden does not recognise cash value for items 

 Linden Dollars represent a limited license right governed solely 

by the terms of the end-user license agreement 

 No spamming is allowed in–world  

 No denial of service attacks are allowed 

 Identity theft is forbidden 

 Stalking or harassment is forbidden 

 Users may have IP rights to content 

Player-to-player 

governance  Some courts and in-world lawyers, private zones 

Scripting features  

 

 Users may create scripts attached to objects within the world  

 Scripts can access outside network resources  

 Scripts can be activated by other users 

 Some interesting scripting functions from a security point of 

view:  

 XML RPC 

 LlGetLandOwnerAt 

 LlRequestAgentData  

 HTTP Requests  

 PERMISSION_ATTACH  

Trading possibilities  

 

 Objects, services and land may be bought and sold in exchange for 

Linden Dollars  

 Sale outside of SL is forbidden 
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AVATAR Actions and 

value-transfer 

possibilities 

 Instant messaging using SL client  

 Voice over IP  

 Pushing and "physical" signs  

 

Client features  

 

 Open source  

 No world data stored on the client machine  

Server features  Open protocol 

 Data is stored on Linden servers according to geographical areas, 

called SIMs, each run by a single server. 

Automation 

possibilities  

 Fully automatable  
 No rules against this - no bot detection  

Player tracking and 

behaviour analysis  

Eavesdropping in local vicinity is possible 

World culture  

 

The main objective is to create social capital. A secondary objective is in-

game wealth. 

User content 

creation 

 Users may create buildings, scripted objects 

 Users may own IP 

Identity 

policies/culture  

 

 Link to real-world identities  
 Impersonation is discouraged  

 Persistence of identity is encouraged 

Dispute resolution Incident reports handled by Second Life Governance Team 

Financial System  

 

Linden Dollars can be bought for real money. Linden Dollars represent a 

limited license right governed solely under the terms of the EULA. 

Access control  Username password (stored as hash with MAC address on user’s 

machine) 

 Physical blocking possible 

 Private areas possible 

 

5.2 GAMING/LUDIC WORLDS – WORLD OF WARCRAFT 

Feature Game (World of Warcraft) 
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EULA Governed by EULA (106) and Terms of Use (107). Interesting features 

from a security and vulnerability point of view include: 

 You must be an adult in your country  

 You may not share account and login information with anyone 

(excluding one minor of whom you are a parent or guardian) 

 "All rights and title in and to the Program and the Service are 

owned by Blizzard or its licensors"  

 No selling, leasing or licensing of the Game to others  

 No hacking, cheating, or modification of content 

Player-to-player 

governance  

Guilds 

Scripting features  Macros – see (108) 

Trading possibilities  

 

 Trading in-game, using game currency to be used only in the 

world  

 Trading any part of game content outside the game for real 
money is forbidden  

AVATAR Actions and 

value-transfer 

possibilities 

 Built-in mail system  

 Chat channels  

 Emoticons  

 Voice chat  

Client features  Commercial only 

Server features  User Interface information, settings, key-bindings, add-ons 

stored on local machine  

 Some of the user settings stored on servers  

 World data stored on Blizzard servers  

 Different game servers for different geographical locations  

 Dedicated servers for various game areas, eg, instances, 
battlegrounds, different continents  

Automation 

possibilities  

 Macros allowed to some extent 

 Automation of the game is not allowed  

 Bot detection program Warden  

Player tracking and 

behaviour analysis  

Avatar information/history can be recorded and published – see for 

example reference (109) 

World culture  Fantasy/Game – objective is to explore the world, complete quests and 

bring characters to higher levels. 

User content  No user game-content creation  
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creation  

 

 Creation of Machinima movies using products copyrighted by 

Blizzard  

 Fan art – screensavers, wallpapers  

 Capturing screens 

Identity 

policies/culture 

 Giving your character a name that corresponds with a real life 

name is against Naming Policy 

 No obvious link between game character and real life person  

Dispute resolution  

 

 Ticketing system – player who feels abused, harassed, or wants 

to complain about other players behaviour can report such 

players via reporting system  

 Game Masters (GM) contact players to solve the problem  

 Claims regarding content loss, login information theft, account 

problems should be reported through email, ticket, web form or 

telephone  

Financial System  

 

 Game currency – Gold  

 World economy is similar to a real world economy – the same 

rules apply as in real life (eg, supply, demand ) so it is very 

susceptible to unauthorised gold, duping of objects, monopoly, 

etc  

 Each server has its own independent economy 

 Servers behave like countries – young servers have economies 
similar to developing countries  

Access control WoW Authenticator (2 factor OTP based) available 

5.3 SOCIAL WORLDS – HABBO HOTEL 

Feature Social (Habbo)  

EULA Governed by Habbo EULA (110) 

EULA (or Terms of Service) may vary depending of the region and the 
country, though the basics of the EULAs remain the same. Some 
Important features :  

 The age limit varies depending on the country – for example, in 

Finland the age limit is 10 and in the US it is 13 

 Site or content created may not be used for commercial 

purposes 

 Habbo accounts that are old, unused or passive for six months or 

more, will be deleted without notification on a regular basis 
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 No spamming  

 Defamation, abuse, harassment, stalking, threatening or 

otherwise violating the legal rights (such as rights of privacy and 

publicity) of others are forbidden  

 Publishing, posting, uploading, distributing or disseminating any 

inappropriate, profane, defamatory, infringing, obscene, 

indecent or unlawful topic, name, material or information is 

forbidden. 

 To advertise or offer to sell or buy any goods or services for any 

business purpose is forbidden  

 Harvesting or otherwise collecting Personal Data (as defined 

below) about others, including email addresses, is denied  

 Creating a false identity, or impersonating any person or entity, 

for the purpose of misleading others is forbidden 

 Forging headers or otherwise manipulate identifiers in order to 

disguise the origin of any material transmitted through the 

Service is forbidden 

 No furniture or Habbo coin theft  

 All purchases of Habbo coins and/or of premium subscriptions 

and/or of any other virtual items (eg, furniture) sold on the site 

are final and non-refundable, except at the sole and absolute 

discretion of the service provider, and are a limited game play 

license and not a cash account or equivalent. Once you buy 

coins, a premium subscription or any other virtual item sold on 

the site, you cannot get your money back. 

Player-to-player 

governance  

 

 Private rooms, kicking and banning from room, "invite only" 
rooms, muting a player 

 Calls for help  

Scripting features  None 

Trading possibilities   Objects may be bought and sold in exchange for Habbo coins  

 Sales outside Habbo are forbidden (111) 

AVATAR Actions and 

value-transfer 

possibilities 

 Instant messaging using Habbo client  
 Habbo mail  

 Message boards  

 Habbo homepages  

Client features   Shockwave based  
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 Does not store data on client computer  

Server features  Game data is stored in Habbo Hotel servers which are managed 

by Sulake Corporation. Game data available in one Habbo Hotel 

instance is not available in others. 

 Client server traffic is encrypted 

Automation 

possibilities  

None 

Player tracking and 

behaviour analysis  

 All time moderated, some moderation automated  

 

World culture  Primarily a social meeting place for teenagers; see Habbo Culture (112) 

User content 

creation  

Active user content creation 

Identity 

policies/culture  

 No direct link to real-world identities  
 Impersonation is discouraged  

Dispute resolution  Reports can be made through Habbo Help Tool 

Financial System  Habbo-coins can be purchased for real money. Habbo coins are used to 

buy goods in the game. See Habbo Credits (113) 

Access control  Habbo-account, password and account name   

 Account confirmation via a valid email address   

 CAPTCHA used in certain circumstances to prevent brute forcing and 

computer based automations 

 To recover lost password, need to have access to defined email and 

need to know date of birth 

 

5.4 CORPORATE WORLDS - QWAQ 

Feature Corporate (Qwaq) 

EULA Governed by EULA (25). Interesting features: 

 Users agree to be the sole parties responsible for the content and 

not to use the service in an irregular way (spam, harassment, 

copyright infringement, etc)  

 Use is only for internal business purposes  

 Reverse engineering is forbidden 
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 All uploaded or downloaded data are at risk and discretion of the 

user  

Player-to-player 

governance  

Corporate rules 

Scripting features  No direct scripting possible  

Trading possibilities  None 

AVATAR Actions and 

value-transfer 

possibilities 

 Built-in VoIP  
 Text chat 

Client features  Microsoft Windows XP, Mac OS X (Linux under development)  

 All communication between users is automatically encrypted  

Server features  Peer-to-peer architecture  

 Qwaq Forums is built on an open model for developing and 

delivering deeply collaborative multi-user online applications. 

Qwaq Forums also uses the Python programming language for 

scripting and standard XML interfaces for application integration. 

 For customers who want to deploy Qwaq Forums behind 

corporate firewalls, Qwaq will deliver the server as an appliance 

for deployment behind their firewall. 

Automation 

possibilities 

None 

Player tracking and 

behaviour analysis  

 Logging possible  

 

Game culture  

 

 Users can occupy many different Qwaq forums as appropriate, 
allowing them to work on different topics with different teams.  

 Different users can have different levels of access to Qwaq 

forums; for example, employees might have access to spaces 

that business partners do not.  

 Qwaq Multi-Share allows users in the same virtual space to see 

how others are editing or modifying content. It allows multiple 

users to quickly and intuitively share control of an application or 

content.  

User content 

creation  

 Pre-built templates for different types of spaces 
 Most content can be added using drag-and-drop placement. 
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Identity 

policies/culture  Real-world and corporate identity is most usual. 

Dispute resolution  N/A – business environment 

Financial System   N/A – business environment 

Access control  To access any workspaces, users or companies must be explicitly 
invited.  

 Users need to authenticate to join a virtual space. User 

credentials can be checked against an existing authentication 

service such as Active Directory or LDAP in the self-hosted 

edition. 
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